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SUMMARY

This report covers work performed during Phase I of a four phase,
aggressive analytic/development program whose goal is to reduce

helicopter passenger noise exposure to the levels experienced in

fixed-wing commercial jet aircraft. The following is a brief
summary of the Phase I effort.

A review of information relevant to rotorcraft interior noise was

performed with emphasis on the dominant acoustic and vibration

noise sources and the transmission paths responsible for noise in

the passenger compartment (cabin). A rank ordering of these noise

sources established the main rotor gearbox as the primary contri-
butor to cabin noise levels. In addition, current noise control

methods were found inadequate for development of general noise
control concepts.

The major portion of this Phase I effort involved the development
of a detailed analytic modeling approach with capabilities for
evaluating a variety of noise control concepts (exclusive of

source modification). This required a model containing details of
the energy transfer from various sources, via a multitude of

paths, to the cabin acoustic space. Since the number of struc-

tural and acoustic resonances in the frequency range of interest

is large, a statistical approach (Statistical Energy Analysis - or
SEA as it is commonly called) was applied. Included in the model

are many airframe parameters, such as coupling and damping loss
factors and source attachment point impedances.

A comprehensive measurement program was devised to validate the

entire model during the Phase II effort. Ground test measurements

will be used to evaluate the airframe parameters and energy path
transfer functions. Flight test measurements will determine
source levels for input to the model.



ORIGINAL PAGE 18

OF POOR QUALITY

INTRODUCTION

The control of interior noise is a continuing problem in aircraft,
particularly rotary-wing aircraft. The interior noise levels in

rotorcraft are higher than in fixed wing aircraft because the

propulsion system components are in close proximity to the cabin

and are rigidly connected to the airframe. The higher noise

levels cause speech interference and increased vocal output

required for communication. The result is a decrease in passenger
and crew comfort.

The primary noise sources in rotorcraft are the main rotor gearbox

and hydraulic systems; while the engines, turbulent boundary
layer, main rotor, tail rotor, and Environmental Control Units

(ECU) are secondary sources. Figure 1 shows schematically these
sources and the paths to the cabin acoustic space.

Within the gearbox, vibratory excitations are produced as part of
the gear meshing process and these excitations result in vibration

of the transmission housing and airframe which ultimately radiate
noise inside the cabin. Hydraulic system noise exists in some

aircraft such as the S-76, and is a function of pump selection and
attachment of the hydraulic lines to the structure.

Boundary layer noise is of an aerodynamic origin and becomes

apparent at high flight speeds. The boundary layer noise is
primarily radiated into the cabin by the cockpit windshield and

through the cabin windows. In oILhez areas the aircraft skin has

sufficient transmission loss to attenuate the boundary noise.

Engine noise depends on the choice of the power plant and its

location relative to the cabin. Casing radiated noise, inlet, and

exhaust noise are mainly coupled to the cabin via airborne paths.
ECU noise is generated by the air-cycle machine or blowers and is

generally conducted to the cabin via ducts. Noise may also be

generated by the grills at the point where the air is exhausted
into the cabin.

For a goal of 60 to 65 dB SIL in the cabin, which is typical of
that achieved in fixed wing commercial aircraft, each of the above

sources must be subjected to noise control. Literature review has
shown that many noise control measures for rotorcraft have been

developed and applied; however, noise prediction techniques so far

have been limited to empirical relationships that are valid only
for the craft from which they were derived. The procedures
developed for predicting noise levels inside the cabin cannot

handle certain types of noise control measures such as vibration

-|
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•solation, structure-borne noise propagation in the airframe, and

structural damping. In most instances (for example: Levine and

DeFelice [i]) the complex problem of modeling structureborne noise

paths is acknowledged, but these paths are then quickly replaced

with a uniform intensity distribution over the dominant radiating
surfaces. Thus limitations were placed on trade-off studies
involving structural and source/path modifications. Advances in

technology now allow for modeiing of structureborne vibration in
these complex helicopter airframe structures.

The main thrust of the present work task is the application of

these advanced modeling techniques (SEA) to the reduction of cabin

noise resulting from the dynamic coupling of the gearbox to the
airframe and the interior cabin space. To achieve reduced cabin

_oise levels, refinement of existing noise control methods as well

as improved predictive methods are required. Additionally, the

approach to reducing the noise must be attacked on a systems basis
since past experience has indicated that methods used to alleviate

one noise source may enhance the noise from another source. Also,
it is necessary that the methods be developed on a firm analytical

basis to insure that developed noise control techniques will be

beneficial to a wide range of rotorcraft designs and can be

incorporated in the early stage of aircraft design for economictrade-off studies.

It is not the intent of the present effort to work the source

noise reduction problem with respect to gear tooth profile design,
etc., since other research efforts are underway in this area.

Rather the intent is to focus on the vibratory/acoustic energy
paths exterior to the gearbox or otha_ sources through and into

the cabin, to modify the paths of the cabin sidewall and to
develop vibration isolation systems to reduce the cabin noiselevels.

The objective of the present research is to develop and demon-

strate minimum weight techniques of reducing the interior cabin

noise levels of a rotorcraft with a goal of achieving the subjec-

tive equivalent noise levels of current subsonic jet transports.

The emphasis of the present task is to develop vibration suppres-

sion and other noise control techniques to be applied on the paths
of the gearbox/airframe/cabin space which are within the framework

of the physical and operational constraints of a typical rotor-

craft and its flight environment. Analyses of the noise control

concepts shall be developed and validated by experimental tests in

order to understand the basic physical mechanism involved and to
apply the techniques to future systems.

3
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Figure 1. Internal Noise Sources and Paths
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DESCRIPTION OF HELICOPTER NOISE

Commercial Helicopters in General

It is an accepted fact that both passengers and crew members in

current commercial helicopters are exposed to high noise levels

[2, 3, 4] relative to other forms of transportation. These high
cabin noise levels are, in general, dominated by gearbox,
hydraulics, and engine noise sources [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. This

conclusion covered a broad range of gearbox types and mount

configurations (pad, strut, strut and torque plate, etc.) and the

major helicopter manufacturers (both national and international).

There aze growing concerns amongst manufacturers, operators, and

governments regarding the reduction and control of cabin noise.

These concerns about high cabin noise levels are compromised by
the economic realities of payload and component weight reductions.

It has been shown that as gearbox weight is reduced, the total of

gearbox and cabin soundproofing weight has increased [7]. Thus,

the weight benefit achieved by higher horsepower density designs
is often more than offset by the weight of added cabin treatment.

This points out the need for a more comprehensive study and an

analytic model of the entire aircraft so that a variety of noise
control measures can be evaluated. These evaluations would

involve weight, noise reduction, cost, safety, and other trade-off

considerations. This can only be accomplished if the model
contains information on the sources, the multitude of structure-

borne and airborne paths from each source to the cabin and the
cabin acoustic properties.

Noise Sources for Two Specific Helicopters

The major features of the S-76 and A-109 are shown in Figures 2

and 3. Both aircraft are similar in that the main gearbox (the
dominant cabin noise source} is directly mounted to the frame; the

S-76 by relatively short feet and the A-109 by a torque plate and

struts. In each aircraft the frame structure, which is quite
stiff relative to the skin panels, forms an efficient three-

dimensional vibration transmission path. A major structural

ceiling element extends from the gearbox mounts to the windwhield,
which is a substantial radiation surface for cockpit no _



Detailed case study of Agusta A-109 noise sources. - The Agusta
A-109 is designed to provide high performance rotary-wing aircraft
for the business and commercial aviation market. The manufacturer

recognized that some reduction in cabin noise was necessary to

provide maximum customer acceptance. Therefore, the company
embarked on a noise reduction R&D program in 1976. A flow chart

for this program is shown in Figure 4. Figures and information

for this section are based on data published in Reference [8].

The goal of the program was to reduce the cabin noise to a Speech

Interference Level (PSIL n i_ of 84 dB for a "Quiet" interior
and 76 dB for a "Silent_'_h_ . An A-weighted sound pressure
level of 83 dBA was set as a target for the silent interior. For

typical cabin noise spectra, achievement of the 83 dBA target also
achieves the 76 dB PSIL goal.

The goals of the noise reduction program were substantially met
wlthout structural modifications. The resulting treatment is
commonly referred to as a "carpet hanging" treatment and includes:

(a) covering all non-window surfaces above the seat cushions with

plastic trim or upholstery, (b) use of "double wall" construction

for trim panels, (c) use of vibration isolation to prevent vibra-

tion transmission to the trim panels and air conditioning/heating
ducts and additionally on the "Silent" interior, (d) use of a

clear plastic divider between the pilot and passenger compart-

ments, and (e) use of double windows in the passenger compart-

ments. In addition to these basic carpet hanging treatments, it
was necessary to improve door gasketing and use heavier door
hinges, and to use air conditioning/heating unit silencers.

The weight of the overall "Silent" treatment is approximately 115
pounds. A one-third octave band spectrum for the cabin noise in

the "Silent" interior is shown in Figure 5 and compared to levels
on the stripped interior.
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Figure 4. Flow Chart of A-109 Interior Noise Reduction Program
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Noise source identification. - The first phase of the A-109 noise

reduction program was to identify the noise sources and vibra-

tion/sound transmission paths. Toward this end, measurements of
cabin noise were taken for a stripped interior [8].

A narrow band spectrum of the interior noise is shown in Figure 6.
The correspondence of lines in the noise spectrum with fundamental

and harmonic frequencies of the different rot_tina machinery
serves to identify these components as major nolse sources. The

primary source is the main gearbox. Tail rotor noise is signifi-

cant in the frequency range from i00 to 500 Hz but is not a major
component of the A-weighted noise. The main rotor noise contri-
butes to the spectrum below i00 Hz and it can be ignored as a

source of A-weighted noise. Although the lines in the narrow band

spectrum make the major contribution to the A-weighted cabin noise
level, the broadband sources are also important. These sources

are associated with the fluctuating pressures in the boundary
layer, broadband components of rotor noise, and combustion noise

in the turbines. It is difficult to separate the relative contri-
butions of these broadband sources.

Measurements of cabin noise for different flight speeds are shown

in Figure 7. Note that peaks in the one-third octave spectrum at

800, 1600, and 4000 Hz correspond to the lines in the narrow band

spectrum and dominate the overall levels. Analysis ef the narrow

band spectra for the different speeds shows that the line com-

ponents decrease with increasing flight speed while the broadband

components increase with increasing flight speed. These counter-
acting effects are not unexpected, but make a quantitative identi-

fication of the relative strength of the broadband sources impos-sible.

Intermittent sources were also identified for the A-109. The

dominant source in this category was the compressor bleed-air forcabin heating.

/
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Noise transmission paths. - The correspondence of the lines in the

narrow band spectrum with harmonics of the rotational frequencies
serve to identify the sources of noise, but do not indicate the

path by which the noise is transmitted to the cabin. The path

identification for the A-109 was carried out in two steps. Since
the objective of the noise reduction program was to reduce cabin

noise by treatment of the radiating surfaces in the cabin, the

first step was to obtain average vibration levels for each surface
in order to identify their relative contribution to the cabin
noise.

The time-average acoustic power radiated by a surface can be
written as:

Wra d = (PoCo) A <v2> ara d (i)

where W _ is the radiated power, p c is the characteristic
impedanc_a_f the cabin acoustic space_ _ is the surface area of

the radiating surface, <v2> is the mean-square vibration averaged

over the surface, and ara d is the radiation efficiency. If a
is the same for all surlaces, then the area-weighted vibrat_

level cE be used to rank order the radiating surfaces.

Measured results are shown in Figures 8a and 8b for the stripped
interior. The major sources are the aft bulkhead and the overhead

panel. The windows are not a major source of noise in the strip-
ped interior. However, they can become a major source when the
other radiating surfaces are treated to reduce their noise radia-
tion.
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The measured contribution to the cabin noise by the various
surfaces can be used to calculate the noise reduction needed to

meet a given overall objective. This is done in Figures 9a and

9b. The procedure used was to assign a noise reduction target for

each surface such that the contribution by each surface to the

overall noise is equal. Note that the goal of 83 dBA requires
that the noise radiated by the windows be reduced.

The second step in the path identification was to determine the

contribution of various source/transmission path combinations to

the cabin noise. A transfer function technique was used. In this

technique measurements were carried out on the ground using
artificial sources - loudspeakers and shakers. The artificial

source is used to excite the structure at a point corresponding to
an input location for one of the sources. The cabin noise is then

measured and the ratio of rms noise to rms input vibration is

obtained as a measured transfer function. For example, to measure

the contribution by airborne gearbox noise, a loudspeaker is used
to excite the acoustic space surrounding the gearbox and the

acoustic level in the space is measured as the input to the

transfer function. The resulting noise at several points in the
cabin is measured as the output and a transfer function is deter-

mined as a function of frequency. To measure the contribution by
structureborne noise from the gearbox, a shaker is used to excite

the frame at a point where the gearbox attaches. The vibration

level is measured at the attachment point as an _nput to the
transfer function and the cabin acoustic level is measured as an

output. The process can be repeated to determine transfer func-
tions for each gearbox attachment point.

After t_e transfer functions have been determined in a ground
test, measurements are made in flight to determine source levels.

The rms source level is multipled by the approximate transfer

function to determine the contribution ef the particular source/
path combination being considered. The contribution from all

sources and paths is summed incoherently (addition of mean-square
sound pressures) to obtain the overall sound pressure level. This

summed level can then be compared with the measured overall level

to determine the adequacy of the transfer function analysis. If
important source/path combinations are left out, the measured

level will be significantly higher than the predicted level.

P
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For the two examples described above, gearbox airborne noise and
gearbox structureborne noise source levels would be measured

during flight with a microphone in the gearbox acoustic space and
accelerometers at the gearbox attachment points.

Results of the source/path identification for the A-109 are shown

in Figure i0. The dominant contribution to the A-weighted noise
is from the gearbox structureborne noise. The gearbox airborne

and engine structureborne are also seen to be important sources
and paths.

The transfer function technique can also be used to study the

relative contribution to the overhead panel vibration by the
different gearbox supporting struts. Figures 3 and Ii show the

gearbox and its supporting struts. Results from the transfer
function analysis are shown in Figure 12. The rear strut is seen
to be a less important path than the other struts.

Rank order for sources. - The major source of noise in the A-109

with a stripped interior is the gearbox. The dominant path by
which noise is transn,itted is structureborne from the gearbox

through the forward mounting struts and torque restraints to the
overhead panel and aft bulkhead.

The airborne engine noise is not of major importance except with

regard to the bleed-air used for cabin heating. However, engine
structureborne noise is an important secondary source.

The windows are not a major source of noise for the stripped
interior. However, as the other radiating surfaces are treated
the windows can become an important source.
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The tail rotor is a major source of noise over the frequency range
from i00 to 500 Hz. It does not contribute significantly to the

A-weighted noise. The main rotor is important only at frequencies

below I00 Hz and makes a negligible contribution to the A-weightednoise.

Aerodynamic sources associated with the turbulent boundary layer
are important only with regard to window vibration and door leaks.

As other surfaces are treated these sources become more important.

The source and path identification and rank ordering were not

repeated for the treated A-109 helicopter. However, it was found
that a cabin noise level of 86 dBA could be achieved by addition

of a "carpet hanging,, treatment without reducing the source levels

of the gearbox. During assembly and testing it was found that the

assembly technique had considerable effect on the cabin noise

levels due to acoustic leakage at trim panel joints and the

shorting of isolators. Door leaks and air conditioning/heating
noise also became important sources and required some treatment.

Source identification for Sikorsky S-76
structu_ _nfi_" " The Sikorsky S-76

_ _v**, as ueplcteu in Figure 2, shows several
potentially dominant vibration paths. The gearbox feet are

directly mounted to main fore/aft structural beams. In the base

cabin configuration many tones are present in the acoustic spec-
trum shown in Figure 13. At this point in time source identifi-

cation has involved picking out lines on a narrowband spectrum.

These narrowband tones clearly indicate the gearbox and hydraulicsas primary sources.

The paths by which energy is transfered from these sources to thecabin are a matter of
conjecture. Since the data in Figure 13

were taken in the aft cabin passenger location directly below the

gearbox, one might expect the major path to be radiation from the
drip pan. While this may be true for the untreated case, it is

certainly not the case for the treated configuration. Figure 14

indicates that the major gearbox noise (I kHz Octave Band) is

lowest under the gearbox and highest near the pilot/copilot

locations. This implies an energy path along the main fore/aft

beams to the front windshield and then radiation into the cockpit
acoustic space. The effect of windshield radiation for an S-76 is

shown in Figure 15. The windshield acceleraticn (Figure 15a) is
dominated by main gearbox, hydraulics and accessory vibration

sources. These vibrations are radiated into the cockpit as
acoustic energy as shown in Figure 15b. It is apparent that the

cockpit noise is dominated by these same sources. Although more

24
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investigation and testing would be required to make a correlation

between windshield vibration and cockpit noise, this preliminary
data seems to indicate the windshield is a significant contributor
to cockpit noise levels.

Thus the postulation is made that the windows and panels are

coupled to the framing and energy transmits primarily through the
framing into the various panels where it radiates into the cabin.

Since a major portion of the cabin noise is created by gear tooth

manufacturing inaccuracies, aircraft-to-aircraft variations in

noise levels are to be expected. Figure 16 contains acoustic

spectra for three S-76's manufactured several years apart.
Aircraft A and C have more tonal qualities, whereas aircraft B
contains more sideband activity.
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DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES FOR SOURCE AND PATH IDENTIFICATION

Review of Existing Case Studies

The techniques for source and path identification used in the

existing case studies have been predominantly experimental in

nature. Measurements are performed in flight for different

operating conditions. Acoustic and vibration sensors are placed

at appropriate locations near the sources, along the transmission

paths, on the interior surfaces of the cabin, and at passenger

locations. The selection of sensor locations is based on past
experience and understanding of the cabin noise environment.

Source identification is often crudely based on the highly tonal

character of the cabin noise spectrum. The gearbox is an im-

portant source of distinct tones where the tonal frequencies are
straightforwardly related to gear tooth mesh rates. Other mech-

anical occurrences producing distinct tones include turbine blade

passage, shaft rotation, rotor blade rate, hydraulic pump piston
rate, etc. In identifying sources the observed tones in the cabin

noise spectrum are matched with the known mechanical processes
that produce tones. It is not possible to do the same for broad-

band sources, neither is it possible to identify the transmission

path(s) for such sources once they have been identified.

When the source contributions are not distinctly identifiable in
the cabin noise spectrum, then the identification is often made

based on a relatively simple modeling of the system. Source

levels are either measured directly or estimated analytically and

combined with a transfer function for the transmission path in
estimating the contribution to the cabin noise level.

Measured acoustic source levels are generally combined with a

transmission loss model for the intervening skin panel, window, or

bulkhead separating the source from the cabin interior. Differing
levels of sophistication are used in characterizing the source

based on its spatial characteristics [9]. Often an attempt is
made to characterize the directivity of the main or tail rotor
noise in quantifying the exterior levels over the cabin skin

panels. The spatial correlation of the exterior pressure field

exciting the skin panels is also important in estimating the
acoustic transmission into the cabin.

This is particularly true for flow noise due to the turbulent

boundary layer over the exterior surfaces. The exciting pressure
fluctuations are non-acoustic in nature and it is therefore not

strictly appropriate to use acoustic transmission loss information

for the skin panels in estimating the transmission, although this
is often done for simplicity.
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Transmission loss information for light aircraft and helicopter
fuselage structures is typically based on extensions of results

four simple panels to the case where the skin is sectioned by
frames and stringers [I0, Ii]. Different regions arise based on

frequency and spacings between the frames or stringers. Radiation

into the cabin is generally evaluated from expressions for the

radiation efficiencies of flat plates. Some studies have modeled

interactions and coupling between resonant modes of the skin

panels and the acoustic resonances of the cabin [9, 12]. These
stadies have sought to identify contributions through individual
panels.

Vibration levels for mechanical sources are conveniently measured

at the connections between the source and the helicopter struc-
ture. The transfer function relates the measured vibration levels

to vibration levels on the interior cabin surfaces which are then

used to estimate the acoustic levels based on a radiation effi-
ciency for the surface and an acoustic model for the cabin.

In the case of relatively simple structural elements such as

gearbox struts, it is possible to analytically quantify their
vibration transmission characteristics. A difficulty arises in

analytically describing the gearbox and airframe attachments where

the struts are connected. These involve considerably more com-

plicated geometries. The typical approach for quantifying a
vibration transfer function is to perform a measurement on the

actual structure with mechanical shakers, and force and vibration
sensors.

A similar experimental approach is also adopted for acoustic

transmission paths. A speaker is used in place of the source on

the actual helicopter in order to measure the transfer function in

terms of a ratio of pressure levels. Where intermediate acoustic

spaces are present such as the baggage compartment the procedure
involves more than one acoustic transfer function.

For gearbox casing radiation acoustic energy reaches the cabin

interior via transmission through overhead panels and potentially
as well by transmission into the baggage compartment and then into

the cabin through the rear passenger compartment bulkhead. For

the former path a single acoustic transfer function (i.e., noise
reduction ratio) is required. For the latter, two transfer

functions are evaluated first from the cavity around the gearbox

into the baggage compartment and subsequently with the speaker in
the baggage compartment from the baggage compartment into the
cabin.
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In general, straightforward experimental techniques have been
applied in generating descriptions of the helicopter cabin noise

environment [i, 4, 5]. Their usage has been successful in provid-
ing a basis for the design of interior noise control treatments

resulting in cabin noise levels near _0 dBA [8]. As lower levels
are sought, consistent with the noise environment of commercial

aircraft, greater detail and sophistication in modeling the noise
environment and the effects of different treatments will be
required.

The remainder of this section discusses the different approaches

and techniques for source and path identification in greater

detail. The first part deals with the practical engineering or

experimental techniques. The second part describes more compli-
cated procedures whose implementation has been greatly facilitated
in recent years by the development of specialized instrumentation

and computer systems capable of performing digital signal analysis
quickly and relatively inexpensively.

Experimental Techniques

The goals of diagnostic tests in support of helicopter cabin
quieting are:

i. identify and quantify sources of cabin noise.

, identify and quantify the paths between those sources
and the cabin.

3. describe the resulting in-cabin noise field•

In the development of treatments to reduce helicopter cabin noise
it is necessary to create a description of the cabin noise en-

vironment showing the relation between all of the significant
excitation sources and the resulting cabin noise level at the
passenger locations.

In such a description an excitation source level is an acoustic,

vibration, aerodynamic pressure, or other excitation acting on the

helicopter in such a fashion as to cause noise in the cabin, and

which is not expected to be altered by modifications produced in

the noise reduction program. The relationship between a source

excitation level and the noise level at a receiver point is a
sound transmission path and it is described by a transfer func-
tion.
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It should be noted that the definitions of "excitation source",

"transfer path", and "receiver" are generated specifically for a

problem, and that an excitation source for one problem may be a

transmission path for another problem. Likewise the receiver for

one specific problem may be a path link for another problem.

An example of this flexibility of definition is noise from the

turbine air inlets. In a program to reduce turbine inlet noise

entering the cabin, with treatments of the cabin surfaces but

excluding any modification of the turbine or its operation, the

inlet opening is a source as none of the treatments will affect

its acoustic output. However, if the noise reduction program

involves modifications to the turbine inlet ducting for the

purpose of reducing the levels at the opening, then the inlet duct

and opening become a part of the transmission path and the gas
turbine is the excitation source.

General approach. - Important characteristics of source path

modeling for linear systems are that path links can be combined,

and multiple source path matrices can be combined to obtain an
overall cabin response.

The amplitude spectral transfer function, T,. _(f), relating the

excitation at source point n, En(f), to the _%_ponse at receiver
point k, Rk,n(f) is

Rk (f)

Tk ' (f) = ,nn E (f) (2)
n

When N sources have N paths of excitation to a single receiver, a

series of transfer functions may be used to describe the response

Rk(f) = _ E (f) • T k (f)
n=l n ,n (3)

subject to the important criteria: i) that the power flow along
any of the transmission paths must be only positive in the direc-

tion from the source to the receiver, 2) that there must be no

cross-excitation from one source to another, and 3) that the

sources must all be incoherent. In realistic situations neither

of the first two criteria is likely to be met, and the third

criterion, while often met, is violated in some important cases.

When it can be shown that the errors resulting from violation of

these criteria are small, the superposition of source/path pro-
ducts is a useful modeling technique.
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The requirements of positive power flow from source to receiver
may be waived without introduction of significant e
power flow from the source to r---_ ....... rrors if the

_u_xver is nlgnly positive over the
frequency range where the model shows that contribution to be
significant to the cabin noise. The requirement against cross-

excitation of sources may similarly be waived when it can be sho,_n
that the resulting errors are insignificant.

The requirement that all source/path combinations for a single
receiver be incoherent is badly violated in a case where there are

multiple coherent sources. Multiple coherent sources exist

whenever multiple sources are defined to describe the transmission
by various distinct paths from a single physical source. This is

the case, as we see in a following section, when the gearbox
attachment foundations are defined as individual sources, even

though they are all excited by the same force interaction at thegear mesh.

_methods for source identification. _ The spectrum of

helicopter ca_-_ _oise_ed by distinct tGnes

which are directly related to known mechanical occurrences, such

as gear tooth clash, turbine blad_ passage, shaft rotation, rotor

blaae rate, hydraulic pump piston rate, etc. The most basic
identification and quantification technique for the contributions

from the sources is that of matching the tones of the measured
cabin sound spectrum with those known physical excitations. In

spite of the simplicity of approach, this technique is highly
effective for most helicopters and is widely practiced. As a

first level backup to this technique it is a frequent practice to

measure an appropriate excitation (sound or vibration) at the

source in order to determine that the calculated fundamental,

harmonic, and side band tones for that source are actually ex-
cited, and also to determine if there are other identifiable

discrete tones associated with the source and cabin response which
were not otherwise predicted.

Limitations of the tone identification technique are that it is

not useful for broad band random noise, and also that it cannot be

used to discriminate between several sources exciting the same

frequency at the receiver. In some cases crude experiments

related to operating parameters of the different sources may be
performed to better distinguish between sources when ambiguities

exist. An example of such an experiment is comparison of measured

levels in hover and forward cruise, using the same engine torque
input for both cases, as a means of differentiating broad band

noise due to machinery sources and that due to flow related
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effects on the rotors and fuselage skins. In such an experiment

measurement of machinery casing vibration would be done to deter-

mine that this source excitation had changed only a little, if at

all. If the broad band cabin noise level changes significantly
with speed, it can then be deduced that the dominant source is not

the machinery. If it is proven that machinery and flow sources

are the only possible sources, then relating the broad band noise

to the flow sources follows. If such exclusion of alternate

sources does not exist, it is necessary to either do further

experiments to determine the exclusion of those other possible
sources or else to determine a positive relation between the flow
excitation and the cabin acoustic levels.

Other normally used crude methods of identifying acoustic sources

and paths include flight or ground operation with a single element

operating (electrically drive an oil cooling fan or a hydraulic

pump while the helicopter is on the ground and all other machinery
is stopped), or operation with a suspected dominant source iso-

lated (e.g.: covering radiating cabin panels with heavy sound
attenuating covers, sealing leaking door edge openings with mastic
tape, etc.).

Using the simple techniques described here, it is generally

possible to identify the most significant sources of helicopter
cabin noise.

Contributio. P _f _ _o___inations to the cabin noise

envlronment. - Quantification of the contrz_o--n-s _o c--_n noise

of the various source path combinations is done by a stepwise

process of determining the transfer functions for the particular
paths and combining them with measured, or otherwise known excita-

tion spectra. Source levels are generally determined from in-

service measurement of the spectra of the appropriate excitation

parameters. Transfer functions are generally measured during
static ground tests in which paths are excited one at a time. The

difficult challenge for this testing is the determination of

methods to appropriately excite individual paths in a represen-
tative fashion of the in-flight excitation. For acoustic excita-

tion the location and directivity of the loud speaker excitation

source may be critical. For vibrational excitation the direction
of force or moment excitation may be critical, as it is also

obviously critical that appropriate locations be chosen for the

point at which excitation is supplied and at which the related
source level is measured.
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Acoustic excitation. - For the case of acoustlc excitation simu-

lation, the example of turbine inlet noise provides a good demon-
stration of some of the considerations and limitations of this

technique. The turbines are typically located aft of the cabin

and gearbox. Combustion air is ducted from forward air scoops.
Paths for inlet noise entering the cabin are: (1) acoustic

transmission through the duct walls and then through the cabin
overhead; (2) out of the throat and through the forward overhead

panels; (3) out of the throat and through the forward cabin
windows, and (4) through the various other cabin exterior sur-
faces.

The turbine inlet noise is characterized by high frequencies (2 to
I0 kHz) which radiate in a highly dlrcctive fashion concentrated

on the axis of the inlet duct. For the acoustic test, excitation

is generated using several very small, high frequency loudspeakers
placed well within the intake tubes, glving reasonable expectation

that the available duct modes would be generally excited. Sound

measurements are made for the purpose of establishing separate
transfer functions for inlet noise in the cabin due to trans-

mission through the overhead panels and through the windows. The

transfer functions for the two paths are measured independently by

alternately blocking transmissioL through the path not being

measured, using a heavy covering of lead vinyl and fiberglass.
The transfer function is given as the decibel noise reduction

between turbine inlet opening and the passenger seats.

Having the transfer functions, these can be multiplied by the
measured noise at the turbine inlet source SPL, to determine the

resulting noise at passenger positions. Separate measurements are
required to identify the acoustic levels of the turbine inlet

during operation. The levels are increased by 3 dB accounting for
two turbine configurations to yield the turbine intake noise at

the passenger positions.

Looking back at this crude modeling technique it is appropriate to

review the following critical approximations and simplifications
which were made:

i. Frequency range of excitation limited to 2 to 12 kHz.

, Random excitation from miniature loudspeakers presumed
to represent the spinning turbine compressor excitation.

, Effects of forward speed and boundary layer on inlet

source directivity and transmission loss of panels have
been ignored.
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Incoherent addition, adding 3 dB, used for two turbine

configurations and also to combine the contributions

from transmission of sound arriving through different
panel or window sections.

The frequency range selection is based on flight data for panel
vibration and cabin noise as well as knowledge of the general

source characteristics. The presumption of representative ex-

citation of the inlet duct is based on the fact that the testing

is done in a frequency range where the duct has many closely
spaced modes and there is not expected to be any highly tuned
response.

The effects of forward speed can be important due to the cabin

boundary layer defracting sound away from the cabin at locations

forward of the inlet at near grazing angles. If this does occur

it will reduce the sound transmitted through the overhead windows
and panels.

The determination of which panels are significant transmitters of

intake noise is based on the identification of high frequency
intake tones in vibration spectra of the various panels.

The use of incoherent addition of tonal sources from two turbines,
and when combining the sound from two transmitting panels, is not

appropriate for any individual point Jn the cabin. The true

coherent addition of paths results in strong standing wave pat-
terns in the cabin sound field. However, because the tones for

turbine noise (as well as those for the gearbox) occur at high
frequency, the acoustic peaks and troughs are very closely spaced
and, with the normal motions of a passenger's head, the ear is

exposed to a range of levels which is best represented by the
incoherent sum of the sources.

Vibration excitation. - For the case of simulating structureborne

transmission in the helicopter by vibratory excitation, the case

of gearbox noise transmitted to the cabin supplies a good example.

The gearbox is connected to the airframe at a number of major
structural attachment points. Each of these attachments is a
possible major path for structureborne noise to the cabin, there.

fore in any program to reduce cabin noise by modifying some or all
of these mechanical paths it is necessary first to determine the

relative acoustic energy transmitted by each. Using the transfer

function technique we may define the attachment points as sources

and determine the transfer from vibration at one of the points to



sound level in the cabin for a given configuration of cabin
acoustic treatment. The transfer function may also be defined
more specifically to relate vibration at individual gearbox
attachment points to vibration of specific panels wit,.in the
cabin. From this the individual panel radiation may be computed
by a further transfer function, the panel radiation efficiency.

For this type of test it is critical to isolate as much as pos-
sible the excitation of the different significant structural paths
during testing. For a rigidly mounted helicopter gearbox it is

usually necessary to remove the gearbox to prevent such flanking
path pollution of the transfer function. Segeral of the defined
transmision paths may pass through a common point without the

possibility of disengagement. This is the case when the different

force directions and moment axes at a single attachment point are
considered to be separate excitations.

At an individual attachment point it is important to properly
orient the shaker so that it applies forces in only the desired
direction. Motions in the other axis directions should be mea-

sured to evaluate the cross-coupling that occurs as a result of
the complicated geometry of the structure. The question of

correlated sources as it relates to different directions of
excitatio i at the same attachment point is important in con-

sidering an incoherent summation of the contributions for the

different directions. The simplest approach relevant for an

engineering assessment of the cabin noise environment is to simply
neglect the effect3 of coherent coupliDg, either in the form of

coherent excitation source levels or as cross-coupling between
transmission paths on the structure.

The following is a mention of some critical points to consider

when designing experiments for determining transfer functions by
structural excitation.

When designing experiments using vibration stimulation of struc-

tural transmission paths, the most critical points are generally
the location and method of vibrator attachment. The considera-

tions here are direction and mode (force or moment) of input,

avoidance of local deformation effects, and maintaining dynamic
similarity between the test structure and the in use vehicle. It

should be noted that in many cases it is possible to make simpli-
fications allowing for single, unidirectional excitation to

describe a path with multidirectional driving. For complex
structures which are large compared to bending waves at the

frequency range of interest and have numerous asymmetries, uni-
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directional point excitation is likely to result in the rever-

berant excitation and generalized modal response at points removed
from the area directly adjacent to the excitation. For the

generalized modal response the distribution of energy for the
different directions at a given point will remain the same whether

the excitation is the real or simulated one. In this situation it

is then possible to characterize the source based on a single

direction of vibration to be measured during flight and simu-
lation.

Local contact deformation at the point of contact between the

vibration exciter and the structure are likely to occur. For this

reason it is usually not advisable to measure the source level
with an accelerometer within the shaker attachment, as is found

for a standard "impedance head". The location of the accelero-

meter should be far enough away from the poi**t of contact to avoid
membrane deformation effects.

Many of the helicopter components undergo considerable stress

loads during flight. One place for concern about flight load

effects is with strut-mounted gearboxes having self-aligning ball
and socket type connections at each end of the strut. First, if

there is any play in the bearing it is necessary that the testing
be done with enough force applied across the joint to maintain

bearing contact at the appropriate surface. Furthermore, if these

mounts become rigid against moments under flight conditions it may

be proper to stop the hinge action by stressing the joint or by
use of chemical bonding of the joint during testing. Further

study of these junctions is required before a judgement can be

made on the necessity of bonding the joint during testing.

Signal Processing Techniques

The development of small, high speed computer systems and specia-

lized instrumentation has resulted in the development and imple-

mentation of signal processing techniques for studying the dynamic
behavior of mechanical systems. The procedures involve evalua-

tions of higher order statistics of the measured response of the
system in both time and frequency domains. Standard measurements

simply involve a determination of the system's response level
relative to an excitation level.

The following two sections provide an introductory description of

the techniques and their uses in relation to the helicopter cabin

noise problem. Discussion of techniques with potential for

application to the helicopter noise problem appear in Appendix A.

p_
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The reader additionally is referred to the following texts for

descriptions of the theoretical basis for and implementation of
the signal processing techniques: [13, 14].

Source identification. - The coherence function provides a quanti-

tative measure of the relationship between two or more signals.
If one signal represents the output of the system and the others

are input signals, then the coherence function is an indication of

the causality between the output and the individual inputs. This

description requires that the inputs be statistically independent.

The coherence function, y2(f), is defined by the following for a

system with an output, y, and n inputs xi:

IG Iz
y,x. [ [ indicates

T 2 (f) = I
y,x. G G magnitude

l xi,x i Y,y of complex (4)
function

G x
where xY' i _s the cross-spectral denslty of the output y
input i" x_,x_ and G.. are power spectral densities

input and output _ignals,Yt_spectively [14].

and an

of the

The coherence function varies between 0 and i. It equals zero

when the output is unrelated to the input and 1 when the output is
due only to the particular input with insignificant contributions

from other sources. In between values give the fractional amounts

of the output associated with each input. If all inputs are
identified the coherence function values sum to one in the absence

of extraneous noise in the measured signals.

Two significant problems with use of the coherence function in

heZicopter cabin diagnostics are related first to too great
coherence, and second to too little coherence. Gear noise, which
is the main source of cabin noise, is generated at the tooth-to-

tooth points of contact between various pairs of gear wheels. The

resulting cabin noise arrives through various paths including
vibration carried across numerous mechanical connections between
the gearbox and the cabin.

With inputs defined as the vibration levels at each of the attach-

ment points of the gearbox and airframe they are likely to be
highly mutually coherent. The coherence function is in this case

incapable of distinguishing between the contributions to cabin

noise due to transmission through individual attachment points.

p_
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It is capable of distinguishing between the attachment points

treated collectively as a single source and other statistically
independent sources.

The second major problem in the use of coherence techniques occurs

when there is no dominance of the noise from any single source.

Flow excitation provides a good example. Because of the spatially

random nature of the flow disturbances causing the generation of
noise, thee is little mutual coherence of the vibration response
of the aircraft window and skin at various individual locations on

these radiating surfaces. Expected coherence between the cabin

noise level and measured vibration response at a single location

will be low, unless there are limited dominating local areas of
vibration response with major contributions to the cabin noise.

The situation is one where the distributed response over the

surface involves relatively small patches of coherent response as
a result of the spatially random nature of the flow excitation.

Transmission path identification. - The transmission of energy in

a complicated system is characterized in general by the effects of

propagation, attenuation, and reverberation. Propagation refers
to the transmission of energy without reflection in an acoustic or

mechanical system. Propagating energy is attenuated in amplltude
and dissipated as heat. In air the dissipation is due to viscous

and thermal losses which are generally significant only over long
distances. In a structure the attenuation is the result of

internal mechanical damping in the material and accounts also for

the effect of added damping treatments.

Complicated acoustic and mechanical systems generally involve a

great many internal reflections of the propagating energy leading

to the creation of a reverberant field. The system response is

characterized by its resonant modes. These are damped by propaga-
tion losses as well as dissipation at the boundaries of the

system. For large and complicated systems it is convenient to
evaluate the overall transmission in terms of individual struc-

tural subsystems and the connections between them. Statistical

Energy Analysis is a procedure that has been developed in recent
years to study the transmission in complicated structural and

acoustical systems. Its application to vibration transmission in

a helicopter airframe structure is an important basis for the

overall modeling of the cabin noise environment in this study.

At the outset of this discussion it is important to distinguish
between dispersive and non-dispersive wave propagation. A non-

dispersive wave is one whose phase speed is _onstant with fre-

quency while the phase speed for a dispersive wave varies with

frequency. Sound in air is non-dispersive as are longitudinal and
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shear waves in solids. Bending waves in Deams and plates are
dispersive. A system can be considered to be non-dispersive if

the frequency bandwidth of interest is sufficiently narrow that
the phase velocity "__ z= nearly constant across the band.

An important characteristic of non-dispersive waves is that the

shape of the temporal waveform, moving at the phase velocity, does
not change with time or space. In other _ords, there is no

waveform distortion. Thus, the origin of the name non-dispersive
wave signifies that an initial temporal pulse does not spread out

or disperse with increasing time. This is because all the spec-

tral components of the pulse propagate at the same speed. Con-
ceptually, a disturbance in a non-dispersive system can be fol-

lowed around in time to identify which paths it takes to go from
the source of the disturbance to the response point of interest

without the problem of having the disturbance change its shape
except at boundaries.
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INTERIOR NOISE PREDICTION MODEL

Sources of Cabin Noise

Acoustic/aerodynamic sources. - Acoustic sources of cabin noise

include the acoustic radiation from the surface of the gearbox,

acoustic radiation from the air inlets to the turbines, acoustic

radiation into the turbine enclosure, excitation of the windows

and fuselage skin by turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctua-

tions, sound transmission and radiation from leaks around door

seals, radiation by the tail and main rotors, and noise generation

and transmission in the heating and airconditioning system. The

acoustic radiation from the gearbox is the most significant source

listed above. However, in a fully-treated cabin the other

sources, in particular TBL excitation of the windows and doors
leaks, can be major noise sources.

One of these sources, airborne gearbox noise, is caused by mechan-
ical gear mesh forces which generate vibration that is transmitted

through shafts and bearings to the gearbox case. The vibrations

of the gearbox case radiate noise into the acoustic space enclos-
ing the gearbox•

The acoustic power radiated by the gearbox at a particular fre-

quency is related to its vibration by the radiation efficiency,

the characteristic impedance of the acoustic space enclosing the

gearbox, uhe surface area of the gearbox, and the mean-square

velocity normal to the surface of the gearbox averaged over the
gearbox surface (see Equation (i)).

The radiation efficiency for flat panels is a function of fre-

quency relative to the critical frequency, fc' at which the
bending wavespeed in the panel equals the speed of sound in air.

The critical frequency is dependent on the material properties of

the panel and its thickness, h. For aluminum, steel or glass

panels in air, the critical frequency is given by:

f = 12 700/hc (5)

Below the critical frequency

PA c

°rad = A-_ (F)' 13
c

(6)
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where P = perimeter of the structure

Ac = acoustic wavelength at critical frequency = Co/fc

= panel edge boundary condition factor

= 1 simple edge support

= 2 clamped edge support

Above the critical frequency the radiation efficiency is generallyequal to one.

In a structure s_ch as the gearbox casing many factors contzibute

to increasing the radiation efficiency above the value for a flat

panel. These include supporting frames and ribs, curvature, and

impedance discontinuities at changes in thickness or at bearing

attachment points. The addition of a rigid or relatively heavy
stiffener (rib) to a panel increases the radiation below the

critical frequency due to the_ increase in radiating perimeter.

For each rib of length L the radiating perimeter is increased by
2L in that the radiation occurs from the panel areas on both sides

of the rib. Dynamically significant impedance discontinuities

contribute in the same way as a rib in increasing the radiation
efficiencies of the adjolning panels.

A second source of airborne noise is the turbine, which can be a

source of both discrete frequency and broadband random noise. The

discrete frequencies are at multiples of the rotation rates and

blade passage frequencies while the broadband random noise results
primarily from combustion.

The turbine noise can be divided into three components: airborne

noise radiated from the turbine inlet, airborne noise radiated

from the turbine casing, and structureborne noise from the turbine

mounting brackets. The two airborne sources radiate noise into

the acoustic spaces enclosing them. The formulation in terms of

acoustic power radiation and transmission is similar to that for
airborne gearbox noise.

Identification of a source level for the airborne noise radiated

from the turbine casing requires measured vibration levels aver-

aged over the casing and an estimate of the radiation efficiency.
The source level for the turbine inlet noise requires either a

measurement of sound power in a free field environment or equiva-
lently a measurement of reverberant sound pressure level in the
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turbine inlet space combined with a measurement of the acoustic
absorption coefficient for the space. In the latter measurement

it may be difficult to separate turbine inlet noise from airborne
gearbox noise or airborne turbine casing noise.

The paths by which airborne turbine noise is transmitted to the

cabin are not direct, and this suggests that the turbine noise is

not a significant acoustic source. This suggestion is supported
by the noise control program for the Agusta A-109. In this

program structureborne noise from the turbine was found to be
significant, but the airborne turbine inlet noise and turbine
casing noise were found to be insignificant.

A third source of airborne noise to be considered is the turbulent

boundary layer. At the higher flight speeds the pressure fluctua-

tions in the turbulent boundary layer are a source of broadband

random cabin noise. These pressure fluctuations act on the

windows and outer skin of the aircraft. The resulting vibration

causes direct sound radiation into the cabin from the windows and
indirect radiation from trim panels that are coupled to the skin.

In a well designed interior the trim panel radiation is not
significant compared to the window radiation unless double windows
are used.

At subsonic speeds the pressure fluctuations in a fully developed
turbulent boundary layer over a smooth surface can be predicted
empirically [15]. It is generally accepted that the rms fluctu-
ating pressure, Prms' is given by

Prms = 0.006 qo (7)

where qo is the free stream dynamic pressure,

qo = PUSc/2 (5)

where p is the air density and Uc is free-stream velocity.

The spectrum of the TBL pressure fluctuations can be plotted in

nondimensional form as shown in Figure 17. The spectrum peaks at
a radian frequency of

U
C

Wpk = 0.25 6-_ (9)
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where 6* is the displacement thickness of the boundary layer.

Below w k the spectrum is not a strong function of frequency.
However_ above it falls off approximately 6 dB per octave
(w-2 dependance)WP k.

The boundary layer displacement thickness depends on the geometry

of the flowfield. Given an exact geometry it is possible to
calculate the displacement thickness over the surface of the

airframe. Because of the relationship of surface drag to this

parameter the calculation zs usually carried out as part of the
airframe design. However, as an approximation for the purposes of
cabin noise prediction, the displacement thickness can be de-
termined from the equation

6"- = 0.0016 D (10)

where D is the distance from the leading edge.

Tile effectiveness with which the TBL fluctuating pressure field
e:ccites the window or fuselage panels depends on the correlation

lengths of the field. The spectrum of the modal force, Sf(w) is

related to the spectrum of the TBL pressure, Sp(W) by the e_uation

Sf(w) = j2 A2 S (w) (11)P

where j is the joint acceptance and A is the window or panel area.
The joint acceptance is determined by the relative size of the

correlation lengths of the TBL p_essure fluctuations and the panel
area. It is given by the equation [16].

U

z = 0.28 I (_Sc) -J n A (12)

The panel response is found by computing the response of a typical
panel mode and multiplying that response by the number of modes
per unit frequency.

The response spectral density averaged over a band of frequency
that includes severa] modes is given by

Sa(=) _ = (=) (13)
= _=s--'q'r4 j= Sp
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where w is the band center frequency, m is the surface density of
the panel, and q is the panel damping 5oss factor. The acoustic

radiation into the cabin can be calculated from the vibration
spectrum and the radiation efficiency.

w_=V

_D
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Vibration sources. - Vibration sources in modern helicopters are

the most important contributors to the untreated cabin interior

noise environment. The dominant vibration source is the gearbox

which is the primary focus of the present study. A number of

factors contribute to this assessment including the large amount

of mechanical power available, the large reduction in rpm that the

mechanical power feeds through from the high speed turbines to the

considerably lower speed rotor, and the lightweight and compact
nature of the helicopter design configuration.

An imperfect meshing of the gear teeth under large steady loads

leads to a tonal excitation of the gear train and gearbox casing

at fundamental and harmonic frequencies at the particular gear

mesh and shaft rates. The vibration is _ransmitted to the casing
through the bearings supporting the gear shafts. The present

study is not concerned with the detailed mechanisms involved in
the generation of dynamic gear mesh forces or wit2, the trans-
mission of vibration to th_ gear casing.

For the present study the source representation for the gearbox is

defined in terms of the vibration levels at the attachment points

with the airframe. For strut-mounted gearboxes the strut can be

considered to be a part of the airframe. Also, a_tachment s

associated with torque restraints must be considered in defininqthe gearbox sources.

An appropriate representation for vibratory sources is one which

is not dependent on the vibration characteristics of the structure

to which the source is attached. Representing the source in this

manner allows for modifications of the attached structures without

the necessity of changing the source representation. An example
of importance for the present study involves the design of gearbox
isolation mounts. Independently representing the source allows

for evaluating the effect of the mount without complications due
to changes in the source levels for the gearbox.

The procedure is described for a point attachment with transla-

tional sources in three directions. The source level is re-

presented either by blocked force levels or free vibration levels.
The blocked force level is the force required at the attachment

point to identically constrain the motion to zero. The free

vibration level is that which would result if the attachment is
disconnected and the force is zero.

Modeling the gearbox as a linear time invariant system the mo-

tions/forces at the attachment point can, in general, be related

to the gear mesh forces/motions at the gear teeth by a mobilitymatrix:

ID
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VII Yll Y12 Y13 Y14 ... Yn f,

V2 Y2

V3 Y3

f3

f4 _ (14)

Vn _

where Vl, V2 ' Vs ' fl, f2, f3, are the translational velocities and

forces, respectively, in three directions at the attachment point.
V4 ... V and f4 ... f refer to velocities and forces at the
points wl_hin the gearbox where the mesh forces are generated.

The complex mobilities (ratio of velocity to applied force) y**,
Yl2 -.. characterize the dynamic behavior of the gearbox structure
(gears, shafts, bearings, and casing).

It is convenient when describing the system in terms of a mobility
matrix to represent the sources in terms of free velocities where

the attachment forces f,, f2, f3 are zero. The internal gear mesh

forces are in general not equal to zero. This defines a set of
free velocities at the attachment point;

!vlfree ! II

Y14 • • •

IV free Y* n f4= Y24 • • • Y2 •

v3free ( n (15)

Ys4 • • • Y3n fn

With this representation and Equation (14) it is possible to

characterize the attached system velocities at the attachment
point in terms of the free velocities:

V2 = I Y2, Y22 Y23 f2 + V2 free (16)

V3 Y31 Y32 Y33 f3 V3 free

5O
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which can be written as:

[y] _ + ?free

The attached structure can be characterized by an impedancematrix

I fl
f2

f3

Z** Z,2 ZI_

Z21 Z22 Z23

Z3, Zs2 Z_2

V!

V2

V3

= -[Z] V (17)

where the impedances Z11 , Z,2 " • • describe the dynamic behavior

of the attached structure in terms of forces/velocities at the

attachment point. The minus sign accounts for the convention

where velocities are positive into the paruicular structure.

Velocities Vl, V2 ' V3 are defined as positive into the gearbox and

therefore the velocities into the airframe are the negatives of
these. Equations (16) with (17) yield:

?free = (i + [Z][Y]) 9 (18)

The free velocities are independent of the impedance characteris-

tics of the attached structure. The actual velocities depend on:

i) the attachment point structural impedances and 2) the dynamic

behavior locking into the source at the attachment point as
described by the mobility matrix [y]. Modifications to the

structure in the form of an isolation mount would result in
changes in the impedance matrix [Z].

The above description applies for only a single attachment point
and translational forces and velocities. Similar representations

may be generated for other attachment points, for moments and

angular velocities and for other sources of vibratory energy such

as the hydraulic system. The approach is general and requires
that the source be spatially localized to a set of attachment

points, that its dynamic input characteristics be measurable, and

that the free velocity levels can be defined. It is often not

convenient or possible to measure the free velocities as the

device cannot be operated unattached. In that case it may be
possible to calculate free velocity levels from measured attached
levels based on Equation (18) and the dynamic characteristics of

the source and attached structures• Once calculated, the free

velocity levels can then be used to evaluate the effects of
structural modifications.
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The solution to the overall problem requires an additional piece
of information relating the velocities of the attachment points to

the cabin interior noise levels. It is often convenient to define

a set of velocity transfer functions from the attachment points to

locations on panels that radiate into the cabin. The panel
vibration levels are combined with a radiation efficiency, includ-

ing the effects of noise treatments, and a model of the cabin

acoustic field to complete the overall model. Models for the

velocity transfer functions of the airframe and cabin acoustic
field are described in following sections.

The above analysis raises an important area of concern in modeling
gearbox vibration transmission with respect to coherent sources

and transmission paths. The internal gear mesh mechanisms within
the gearbox are a source of coherent vibration at the different

attachment points. Also, the transmission from a single attach-

ment point to a vibrating point on a cabin panel surface or to a

passenger position in the cabin acoustic field occurs by different
but coherent transmission paths. It is easiest to ignore coher-

ence effects in algebraically summing different source/path
contributions as though they were statistically independent.

Coherence between source terms is described in relation to Equa-

tion (15). The free velocities will be incoherent in the unlikely
event that the appropriate mobility terms in the matrix are zero
so that the internal forces f4 • • • f affect only one free

velocity each. This is extremely unlikely considering the in-

ternal structure of the gearbox. The gearbox source terms can be
expected to display a high degree of coherence.

The coupling at the attachment points due to non-zero, off-

diagonal terms in the mobility and impedance matrices from Equa-
tions (14) and (17), respectively, will result in coherent at-

tached velocities V,, V2, V3 " Velocity transfer functions to
points on radiating cabin panel surfaces will also involve dif-

ferent coherent paths. The overall effect of source and path
coherence is mitigated by the fact that only average response
levels within the cabin are of interest.

The above procedure for characterizing vibration sources has been
described in general and can readily be applied for sources other

than the gearbox, such as the hydraulic lines. These lines are

mounted directly to the airframe at approximately 0.5m intervals
between the pump, which is mounted on the gearbox, and the servos
for the main and tail rotors and the landing gear.
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Applying the above procedure for the hydraulics system requires
that the attachment points and dynamically important motions at

the attachments be identified. In addition, measurements are

required of the input impedance and mobility functions of the

airframe and looking into the hydraulics line at the attachment

point. Actual source levels are determined from in-flight mea-
surement of attachment point motions.

;. r
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Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) Model of Vibration

and Acoustic Transmission in Helicopter Airframes

Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) provides a means to study the
dynamics of a complex mechanical system in terms of the behavior

of a number of smaller subsystems which are coupled together. The

system is modeled by a simple set of coupled linear equations that

represent an overall power balance for each subsystem. Resonant

vibratory or acoustic modes are responsible for the storage of
energy within each subsystem.

A distinguishing feature of SEA is that the power flow between

coupled subsystems is simply proportional to the subsystem ener-

gies. The power dissipated due to mechanical damping is also

proportional to the subsystem energy. As will be seen further on,
these features form the basis for the coupled linear algebraic
equations of the SEA model. The basic theory behind SEA is
discussed in detail by Lyon [17].

A major advantage of SEA results from grouping resonant modes

together and treating their response statistically. This allows

for a significant reduction in the number of degrees of freedom in

the model. Although it is now computationally possible through

finite element or modal analysis and the availability of large
computers to deal with each mode individually, considerable effort

and cost are required to implement and run the model for complex
structures such as a helicopter.

The idea of dealing with modes statistically arose from statisti-

cal mechanics where systems were modeled as maximally disordered

with each mode having the same energy. In SEA this statistical

nature is used in grouping the modes. Modes within each group
have the same energy, but modes within different groups are
allowed to have different energies.

The concept of equipartition of modal energy also has its basis

from the field of room acoustics. A large concert hall or other

acoustic space can have thousands of modes within the frequency
range of interest. To study such a complex system acousticians
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use the concept of a diffuse field. In such a sound field acous-

tical energy at any point comes from all directions, with energy

from different directions being uncorrelated. This wave descrip-
tion is equivalent to saying that there are a large number of

modes, each with the same energy. Again, equipartitiGn of energy
is used to group modes together and to study complex dynamical
systems without having to identify each individual mode of vibra-
tion.

As with any modeling procedure, the success in using SEA depends
on the skill with which the model is set up. Often it is advanta-

geous to compare SEA predictions with data from a laboratory study

of a simplified structure which approximates in some general way

the actual structure being considered. The goal of the laboratory
study is not to obtain data that can be used directly to predict

the structural resl)onse being considered. Nor is the goal to

support the basic validity of SEA. The true purpose of the

laboratory study is to support the validity of the particular
model that has been set up using SEA so that the model can be
applied to the complex structure being studied.

The success in using SEA depends in large part on grouping the
modes into subsystems so that each mode within a subsystem has the
same energy. The following principles are used:

I. all modes within a subsystem should have resonance frequen-
cies in the same frequency band;

2. all modes within a subsystem should be identified with a

particular structural subsection of the system, i.e., a
plate, beam, or shell segment or an acoustic space;

3. ail modes of a particular structural subsection should

consist of the same type of vibratory motion, i.e., bending,
compressional deformation, shear deformation, or torsion.

In highly complex structural subsections the modes may involve

several types of vibratory motion. In this case all modes of the

subsection having resonances within a frequency band can be

considered to have the same energy and put in one group. For
example, a straight section of a beam has three groups of modes:

those involving longitudinal motion, those involving torsional
motion, and those involving transverse motions. The transverse

modes can be further divided into two groups corresponding to the

two directions of the motion. If the beam has several bends along
its length, SEA allows two approaches. In one approach each

_R
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straight section of the beam is considered to be a separate
subsection, and the four groups of modes in each beam section are

allowed to be coupled with each other and with modes of other beam

sections. A second, far simpler approach, is to treat the entire

beam as one subsection and group all modes into a single group.
This is possible because the bends will result in normal modes for

the beam that involve all types of motion - longitudinal, tor-
sional, and transverse.

Because these modes consist of all types of motion they tend to be

similarly excited by external sources, similarly damped, and
similarly coupled to modes in other groups. Under these condi-

tions the modes will tend to have equal energy.

An SEA model consists of a block diagram where the individual

blocks represent groups of similar modes. A sample block diagram
and the system it models are shown in Figure 18. The system con-

sists of an acoustic space, a panel which is one of the bounding
surfaces of tile space, and a beam member which is attached to the

panel. The configuration is representative of subsections from a

helicopter airframe, but is by no means indicative of the full
size model required for the complete airframe.

The groups of modes or blocks in the model include the acoustic

resonances of the space, the bending modes of the panel, and

torsional and bending modes of the beam. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the modeling of subsystems of this type is presented in

subsequent sections of the report. Lines connecting the blocks

represent power exchange between the different coupled groups of
modes. Additional lines represent the power dissipated within
each group of modes and the power input from external sources.

The input power in this case is due to other structures which are

attached to the beam. The dissipated power is due to internal

mechanical damping for the structural subsections and wall absorp-
tion for the acoustic space. The transmitted power is the result

of mechanical connections between structural subsections and

acoustic radiation into the acoustic space from the vibrating
structural subsections.

The identification of power transmission paths is initially
straightforward. Mode groups frora adjacent structural subsections

are almost always coupled, although cases can occur where this is

not the case. For example, in the case of two beams joined at

right angles, the longitudinal modes of one beam do not couple to
the longitudinal modes of the second beam. However, this is the

exception rather than the rule since the longitudinal modes will
be coupled for any other angle of attachment.
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Very subtle paths of vibration transmission can exist between
modes of structural subsections that are only connected to one
another through a third intervening subsection. In a given band
of frequencies it is possible for the resonant modes of one
structure to be coupled to the resonant modes of a second struc-
ture through non-resonant modes of a third intervening structure.
The most common case in which this path or power transmission is
important is that of two acoustic spaces separated by a plate or
shell structure. The modes of one acoustic space are directly
coupled to the resonant modes of the plate and indirectly coupled
to the resonant modes of the other acoustic space through non-
resonant mass-law controlled modes of the plate. This indirect
path is often more important than the direct paths from the

acoustic space to the plate and from the plate to the secondacoustic space.

Introduction to SEA. - The equations of motion for steady-state

conditions are derived by equating the time-average power input to

a group of modes with the sum of the time-average power dissipated
and the time-average power transmitted to other groups of modes.

For example, power balance for the mode group identified as
acoustic space modes in Figure 18 can be written as:

w (4) _
diss W(I, 4) _ W(2,4) _ W(3,4)_

trans trans trans- 0 (19)

where W (i,j; _^

t _ the net time-average power transmitted from mode
group ,_,_%nSmode group j with i and j taking on the value shown,

and w ils is the time-average power dissipated in mode group 4.

8
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transmitted from group i to group j can be written:

= NiN. [-i tot_
E- J Ni Nj

where <B> (1'3) is the average coupling

i

Evaluation of the power balance equations depends on the basic SEA

concept that the time-average power exchange between two groups of
similar modes is proportional to the difference between the

average energy per mode in each group. The time-average power

(20)

coefficient between a mode
in group i and a mode in group 3, N_ is the number of modes in
group i, and E. is the total time_avera eenerg gy of all modes
in group i. Th1_%%% of average coupling coefficients is a statis-
tical concept that is an integral part of SEA.

.

The requirement that all modes in a group be similar includes the

requirement that their resonance frequencies be within a given

bandwidth, aw. Given this requirement, the coupling term in

Equation (20) is almost always replaced by a term containing a
coupling loss factor and a band center frequency so that:

w N. Jtrans = u_]ij i N. - N.
l 3

where w is the band center frequen_ _d q_ . is the coupling loss
factor. The time-average power, W_ 'J', i%n now the power within

the band, Aw. Similarly, the mod_r_nts, N. and N. , include

only modes with resonance frequencies within _he band3Aw and the

total energies, E. t " and E. _ _, include only those modes within

the band. All va_i_Ses ar_'_fowed to be functions of frequency
so that the dynamics of the system can be studied at different
frequencies.

A further step is usually taken in evaluating the transmitted

power. The mode counts, _ and N., are evaluated in terms of a
modal density, which is e average number of modes per unit
frequency in an ensemble of systems in which the resonance fre-

quencies are randomly distributed. The concept of an ensemble of

systems with randomly distributed resonance frequencies is con-

sistent with the use of an average mode to mode coupling factor,

<B>, in Equation (20). If the modal density is a slowly varying
function of frequency, then the mode count N. in the band Aw can
be written as: 1
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N. = ni(w) AwI

(22)

where n_ (w) is the modal density at the band center frequency w.

In case_ where this is not true, Equation (22) is replaced by:

N. : I dw n i (w)I

&to (23)

In most cases, the added accuracy obtained by using Eqt_ation (23)

instead of Equation (22) is not necessary. Thus, the powerbalance can be written:

w(i,j) E. E.
= _ _a_]trans u_qij n.

1 n. D.

1 j
(24)

The reciprocal relationship that the power transmitted from

subsystem i to j is minus the power from j to i can be combined
with Equation (24) to obtain the result:

qij n. = qj n.i i 3
(25)

This relationship is very useful when calculating the coupling
loss factor, since it is sometimes easier to calculate one of the

coupling loss factors, qi j or q3i"

The time-average power dissipated within a group of modes can also

be related to the total energy in the group and a loss factor. By

definition of a damping loss factor, the time-average dissipated
power in a band of frequencies is given by:

w(i)
diss = u_]i El,to t

where q_ is the damping loss factor
rewritteh as

w(i)
diss = t_ i n.

1 [I.
1

(26)

Equation (26) is usually

(27)
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so that it is in the same form as Equation (24).

If Equations (24) and (27) are used in the power balance equa-
tions, a set of linear algebraic equations can be obtained. For
the system in Figure 18 these become:

Subsystem i: Bending modes of the beam member:

nl(nl + q13+q14)
nl - nlQ13 n3 nlrll4

_ = W.(1)w (28)

n4 zn

Subsystem 2: Torsional modes of the beam member:

E3t._ot E4. tot

n2(q2+q23+Q24) n2 - n2Q23 n3 - nzQ24 n4 = 0 (29)

pf

Subsystem 3: Bending modes of the panel:

-n3Q31 n I " n3Q32 n2 + n3 (Q3*Q31*Q32*Q34) n3 n3Q34 n4 = 0

(30)

Subsystem 4: Acoustic space modes:

-n4q41 n I "n4q42 n 2 -n4q43 n3 +n4(q4+q41+q42+q43) n4

(31)

The sample system of Figure 18, which likely involves many hun-

dreds of resonant structural and acoustical modes, requires only
four independent subsystem energies in the SEA model of its

dynamic behavior. The above equations are linear and algebraic

and are readily solved by standard computational procedures once

the SEA parameters have been determined for each subsystem in the

frequency band of interest. The SEA parameters include the mode
density and coupling and damping loss factors.
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The application of SEA to more complicated systems can require a
model with many groups of modes. The concept of time-average

power balance and the relationship between power and energy
variables continue to be valid. Solution of the power balance

equations can be tedious. However, by use of numerical matrix

inversion routines with a small digital computer, a solution can
be easily obtained even for very large systems.

The simplicity of the SEA power balance equations is the major

advantage of using an SEA model. Once the model has been set up

and analytical expressions have been obtained for the required

power inputs, loss factors, and modal densities, solutions can be

quickly obtained for a variety of different design configurations.

In the following sections more advanced aspects of SEA modeling

will be developed, with emphasis on solving practical problems

involving typical mechanical structures and acoustic spaces.

The SEA matrix equation. - The SEA model allows the dynamics of a

complex system to be described by a series of linear algebraic

equations. The equations for the particular system in Figure 1

are straightforwardly extended for general systems. Each equation

for the general system is obtained by balancing the time-average

vibratory power input to a group of modes of vibration having
resonance frequencies within a band aw with the sum of the time-

average power transmitted to other groups of modes and the time-

average power dissipated within the group. The time-average power
variables are given by the following expressions:

Input Power Spectrum W! i)
in

Dissipated Power
ux]iEi,to t

Transmitted Power

to Mode Group j

E. E
*,tot j,tot

WgiJ ni [_ n. -]
I 3

where W_ ) is the total time-average power input to all modes in

the grou_" from all sources external to the system, n_ is the modal

density for the group, _ is the band center frequency, q. is a

dissipation loss factor for the modes, E... is the to '
average energy of all modes in the .... _,tQ_ . tat tlme-

loss factor describing the net time av_eLrUaL% _na q__Is a coupilng
group i to group 3. - = _ower _=**_,,,_uuea from

Power balance for the i-th group of modes within a large system

containing a total of m mode groups results in the equation
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E. E
+j_iqij (--.._) m •ni(qi ) n. - n i (_/L_) = 1 S (w)

j-_,nij n. _ w.
j_i J I

(32)

The matrix equation obtained from Eq. (32) is not symmetric.

However, by observing that the net time-average power transmitted

from group i to j must equal the negative of the time-average

power transmitted from j to i, the following reciprocity relation-ship can be written:

niqiJ = njqJi (33)

This relationship can be used to obtain a symmetric matrix relat-
ing the energy per mode in each group to

linear set of equations can then be written the input power. Theas

nlqll -n2q21 -n3q31

"n2r]2 Z n2r]22 -n3r]32

-n3r]31 -n3r]32 n3q33

nmqm,

-nmqm_ / E__/U__ / (1)
nz " Wiwn_

n _ E w(m)
m mm _ in

-6-/

where the total loss factor qii is defined as

m

qii = qi + 2
j=i qij

j_i

(34)

(35)
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I system being studied. - ........... r_ _y,,_,,_u

For large dynamic systems, where many mode groups or subsystems

are needed, the matrix of loss factors will be sparsely populated

with most _.. equal to zero. This result depends on the degree of
interconnec_dness between the subsystems. The subsystems should

be numbered so that non-zero terms in the matrix are as near as

possible to the main diagonal. It is then possible to use specia-

lized matrix inversion procedures to solve for the modal energies
with a minimum of computational effort.

SEA parameters. - Previous sections have discussed the power

balance equations of SEA in describing the fundamental approach.

This section gives general procedures for evaluating the para-

meters in the SEA equations including the mode density and damping
and coupling loss factors. Reference [17] by Lyon is also a

valuable source of information for evaluating the SEA parameters,

and contains an extensive listing of the open literature dealing
with all aspects of SEA. A subsequent section describes the use

of these expressions for the particular SEA model of the SikorskyS-76.

Mode count for acoustical and structural subsystems. - The mode

count desc_ number of resonant modes of the subsystem that

participate in the energy storage and transmission in a given
frequency band. Three techniques exist for obtaining the mode

count. One technique is to carry out a laboratory experiment in
which a model structure is excited by a slowly-swept sine wave

tone. Resonances are then counted in the form of response peaks
in the frequency band of interest.

A second technique is to use a finite element analysis to obtain

the resonance frequencies. This technique is feasible but not

commonly used because of the cost and time to set up the finite

element model for high frequencies where many modes of vibration
must be considered.

The most common technique is to use analytical expressions that

have been obtained for many structural elements and acoustic

spaces. Expressions exist for beams, pipes, plates, cylindrical
shells, spherical shells, and acoustic spaces. In many cases it

is possible to model a complex structure in terms of these simple
components and thereby use the analytical mode count.
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The analytical expressions are given in terms of a mode density,

n(w), or average number of modes per unit frequency. Resonant

modes of structures occur at discrete frequencies, and, therefore,

a counting of the number of modes in a particular frequency band

will exhibit step discontinuities as additional modes are included

in the band. The analytical expressions for the mode density are
smoothed estimates of the number of modes in the band.

The mode count N. is evaluated from the mode density ni(w ) ac-
cording to the fo_lowing:

w +_/2

N. = o f aw ..(_)
1 1 (36)

- _/2
O

In most cases the modal density is a fairly smooth function of
frequency relative to the bandwidth of interest so that

N. = ni (Wo) _i (37)

The analytical expression for the mode density is derived for

ideal structures having ideal boundary conditions and precisely

accounts for the location and distribution of the resonant modes

of such structures. Real structures are characterized by non-

ideal boundary conditions and random non-uniformities in the

structure itself. These act to shift the resonance f, equencies in
comparison with those of the ideal structure.

Although the mode density expression for the ideal structure is

unlikely to give the correct number of modes for the actual

structure, it does give a best estimate. That estimate is more

accurate for broadband excitation at hlgh frequencies where the

number of modes is predicted to be large. At lower frequencies or

for narrow band or pure tone excitation the uncertainties in the

mode density and SEA estimates of the system response are greater.

Acoustical spaces can behave as one, two, or three-dimensional

structures depending on the wavelength of sound at the frequency

of interest relative to cross-sectional dimensions of the space.

Cylindrically shaped volumes where the maximum cross-sectional

dimension is less than the wavelength of sound are modeled as

one-dimensional spaces. The mode density depends only on the

length of the space, £, and the speed of sound, Co,
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n (w) = M(nCo)a,1
(38)

Thin, flat volumes where the thickness is less than an acoustic

wavelength are modeled as two-dimensional spaces The mode
density is given by,

n (w) = Aw/(2/ZCoZ ) + P/(2/Ic )a,2 o (39)

where A is the area of the space and P the perimeter around the

area. The mode density for a three-dimensional acoustic space isgiven by

n 3(w) = wZV/(2nz c 3) + _S/(8nc 2) + P/(16nc )
a_ 0 0 0 (40)

where V is the volume, S the surface area, and P the total edgelength for the space.

Several types of deformation are of importance for structural

subsystems including longitudinal, torsional, and flexural

motions. The propagation wavespeeds for each are different. For

longitudinal and torsional deformations the wavespeeds are con-

stant with frequency, as is the case for the propagation of sound.

Such systems are referred to as being non-dispersive. For one-

dimensional systems the expression for sound propagation applies

with the sound speed set equal to the appropriate value for
longitudinal or torsional motion,

n (w) = _/(_c)
S,l

(41)

where for longitudinal motion in rods,

c=4E70

E = Young's modulus

(42)

P = density

whereas for torsional motion of utraight bars,

c = 4GJ/(DIp)
(43)
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G = shear stiffness

J = torsional moment of rigidity

Ip = polar moment of inertia of the
cross-section

The expression in Eq. (43) accounts for warping of the cross-

section of the bar under torsion. For bars of circular cross-

section no warping occurs and the moment of rigidity, j, equals

the polar moment of inertia, I . The torsional wavespeed equals
the shear wavespeed for the material.

The moment of rigidity, j, is discussed in references on the

strength of materials [18]. A useful formula for approximating j
is given by

J -"

1 + 1 (44)
I I
x y

where I and I are

the x _nd y _es.

section, Ip, equals

moments of inertia of the cross-section about

The polar moment of inertia of the cross-

I = I _'I
p x y (45)

For a square rectangular bar of side A the moment of rigidity is:

J = A4 A4I = I =_
6 ' x y 12 (46)

/

I-

For a narrow rectangular bar J becomes

J = ba 3
3

b = long dimension

a = short dimension

(47)
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It is interesting to note for the narrow rectangular bar that as a

result of warping, the torsional rigidity is significantly re-

duced. With no warping j = I , and the ratio of the torsional

moment of rigidities accounting for warping relative to the
no-warping condition becomes:

J
warpin K 4a 2

- b z << 1 for I >> I or b>a (48)
Jno-warping x y

For aircraft or helicopter structures vibration transmission

involving torsional motion of frame members is often important.

The frames may be made from angles, channels, or I-beams. The

moments of rigidity for these structures can be evaluated using
the expression for the narrow rectangular bar. The frame is

divided into rectangular sections, and the moment of rigidity is

approximated as the sum of the moments of rigidity for the indivi-

dual rectangular sections. Alternatively the moment of rigidity

can be evaluated from Eq. (44) directly where I and I apply for
the full cross-section, x y

For bending or flexural wave propagation in beams and plates the
wavespeed is a function of frequency:

c b = _/KrC_ w K = radius of gyration (49)
r

of cross-section

c_ = longitudinal wave
speed in material

For a narrow beam:

¢_ = 4_/0 (50)
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For a plate:

K z = h2/12
r

o = Poisson's ratio (51)

E = Young's modulus

P = density (52)

h = height of cross-
section

For dispersive systems where the wavespeed is a function of

frequency the mode density is evaluated from the following expres-sions:

For a one-dimensional structure of length £:

n l(W) _ (1 W dc)s, : n_ c _ (53)

and for a two-dimensional structure of area A:

n (w) Aw w dcs,2 = _ (1 ,)c dw (54)

For beams or plates these yield, along with Eqs.
following equations:

For a beam

(50) - (54) the

nbeam (w) =
2nc b (55)

and for a plate

= A

nP late(w) _ (56)

p_
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Damping loss factor. - The damping loss factor scales the power
dissipated within a subsystem relative to the stored energy.

(i)

Wdiss = u_]i El, t°t (57)

p_

#

where qi is the damping loss factor and E. is the stored

energy. Sources of damping include the di_tion mechanisms

within the bulk materials of the subsystem, dissipation occurring

at the structural connections and that due to add-on damping
treatments. An additional source for some problems is the acous-

tic energy radiated by vibrating structures which is otherwise not
accounted for in the SEA model.

Material damping involves a variety of mechanisms at the molecular

level. For metals the mechanisms include thermal conduction,
grain boundary motion, molecular site transition, and dislocation

oscillation [17]. Aluminum alloys used in aircraft structures

have damping values in the range from 0.002 to .2 where the larger
values occur for cast iron and special alloys of manganese and

copper. Softer polymeric materials have values in the same range.
Still softer elastomeric materials have higher loss factors
ranging from .i to .5.

Elastomeric materials are used as components in add-on damping

treatments. Such treatments can effectively increase the damping
of the panel to which they are added. They are typically used

either in the form of free extensional or constrained layer

treatments. Their effectlveness depends on the material proper-
ties of the base panel and damping treatment as well as geometric

factors including the thicknesses of the different layers. Useful

analytic estimates of composite damping loss factors with the
add-on treatments may be found in Reference [19].

As a result of thermodynamic relaxation processes within elasto-

meric materials, their damping and elastic properties are func-

tions of both temperature and frequency. Manufacturers of add-on

treatments typically design materials for use in particular

frequency and temperature ranges. Design charts are provided for

determining composite loss factors for the treatments when added
to different thickness panels.

For untreated panels typical of built up aircraft structures the

damping values are generally larger than the values for the metal
itself as a result of damping due to riveted connections, attached

fixtures, etc. Damping values for built up structures are known
to have a broad range of values near .01.
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Two theories are proposed to explain the greater damping for
riveted structures. One theory is based on a surface slip model

and involves plastic deformation of the contact asperities of the

joined surfaces. A gas pumping mechanism is proposed as the

source of the dissipation for the other theory [20]. Viscous

losses are generated as gas in the gap between the contacting
surfaces is pumped back and forth by the vibration of the sur-

faces. The air pumping mechanism has been shown to provide
damping estimates consistent with measured values for rivetedaerospace structures.

The distribution of damping levels throughout the structure is

important in establishing the vibration response levels. Add-on

damping treatments are often a first approach in designing for
reduced vibration transmission and noise. The lack of precision

that exists in estimating damping loss factors is a significant

problem for all vibration analysis techniques including SEA.

Damping in acoustic subsystems occurs as a result of wall or air

absorption. Air absorption involves the conversion of acoustic

energy into heat as sound propagates through air. For smaller

acoustic spaces in the audio frequency range air absorption is not
typically significant in comparison with wall absorption.

Wall absorption refers to the decrease in energy of the sound wave

on reflection off the walls of the acoustic space. For SEA models

that include the resonant modes of the wall structure or of an

adjacent acoustic space on the other side of the wall structure,
the energy transmitted to these modes is not included as dissi-

pation in the source space but is accounted for by a coupling loss

factor. Wall absorption accounts only for the energy dissipated
at the wall surface as a result of viscous losses and the flow

resistance of the wall. Absorbing wall treatments in the form of

carpets or fiberglass blankets contribute to the wall absorption.

When the resonant modes of the walls and adjacent acoustic spaces

are not included in the SEA model, the energy transmitted into the

wall structure and through it to the adjacent acoustic space is
then accounted for as dissipation in the source space.

The damping loss factor for an acoustic space is related to the
average wall absorption coefficient, _, is as follows:

¢ S
O

Q = 8nVf
(58)
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where

c o = speed of sound

S = total wall surface area in the space

V = volume of the space

f = frequency Hz

The weighted absorption coefficient is determined from an area

weighted average of the absorption coefficients for individual
surfaces in the space:

I

i I I (59)

where

S i = area of individual surface

_i = absorption coefficient for individual surface

In most practical situations, particularly those involving ab-

sorbing wall treatments, the energy dissipated at the wall is

significantly greater than the energy transmitted through the wall

to an adjoining acoustic space or into the resonant modes of the

wall structure. Reverberation time measurements then provide an

accurate estimate of the energy dissipated at the walls. The

measured damping loss factor according to Eq. (58) can, therefore,

be used directly to represent the energy dissipation in the SEA
equation for the acoustic space.

Often in carrying out an SEA prediction one is interested in

evaluating the effect of an added absorbing treatment in an

acoustic space. Data on existing treatments is generally in the

form of an absorption coefficient for the material. The new

damping loss factor for the space with the absorbing wall treat-

ment is evaluated from Eqs. (58) and (59). The treated area, S.,
is characterized by the absorption coefficient for the added

absorbing material, a.. The untreated area, S , is characterized

by the average absorption for the untreated sp_e, _ut:
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Sutaut +Stat

t Sut+ St (60)

The damping loss factor with the treatment is then evaluated from
Eq. (58).

Coupling loss factor. - The coupling loss _actor (CLF) is unique

to SEA. It characterizes the dynamic behavior at the junctions

between connected structural and acoustical s .b_ystem,. of the

overall model. Specifically the coupling loss factor determJnc_

the power flow across the 3unction relative to the stored energy

of the source subsystem. The calculatlen oZ couplin.3 loss factors

can be the most complicated analytical step in SEA, and, there-

fore, requires greater experience and understanding of the dynamic
behavior of mechanical and acoustical systems.

The coupling loss factor is important in determining the distri-

bution of vibratory energy levels amongst the different sub-

systems. For a system with uniformly distributed damping levels

the vibratory energy levels will be greater near the source for

the case where the subsystems are weakly coupled, that "s when the

coupling loss factors are small. For large CLF's vibratory
energy is distributed more uniformly throughout the structure.

The most common procedure for analytically evaluating the CLF is

to replace the connected structures with semi infinite structures

while maintaining the same junction geometry. The power trans-

mitted across the 3unction is evaluated for travelling wave
incidence in the source subsystem. The ratio of the transmitted

power to the incident power in the travelling waves defines a
transmission coefficient, [.

n
trans

[!. (61)
xnc

For one-dimensional systems such as frames which deform in bending

or torsion the transmission coefficient is related to input
impedances for the connected subsystems according to:
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-_ 4Re(Z I) Re(Z 2)
(62)

where

ZI, Z 2 = input impedance of source,
receiving subsystem

Zi = sum of input impedances at the
junction for all attached

subsystems including source and
receiving subsystems

The impedances are either for force or moment inputs depending on

the geometry and the type of motion allowed at the junction. The

above expression applies when the transmission is due only to a
single type of junction motion, either angular rotation or linear
translation.

Accounting for the difference between the transmission coefficient

(where the transmitted power is proportional to an incident power)
and the coupling loss factor (where it is proportional to the

stored energy) results in the following expression:

C

- _ I (63)ql,2 - 2w£ 1,2

m_

|

where
Cg = group velocity for the particular type of motion

Cg = 2c b for bending waves

Cg = ct or c£ for torsional or longitudinal motion

= length of one-dimensional subsystem

With Eqs. (41) or (55) and (62), Eq. (63) becomes

o . •
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2 Re(ZI) Re(Z2)

ql,2 - nwn. I_ Zil21

(64)

n 1 = mode density of source subsystem

Eq. (64) is in a convenient form for evaluating 'the coupling loss

factor. Expressions for the mode density of the source subsystem

are readily available for a variety of subsystem types. The input

impedances are also readily available for many common subsystems.

For example reference [21] presents expressions for rods (longi-
t_dinal motion) and beams and plates for both force and moment
inputs.

For subsystems connected along a line such as occurs between plate

subsystems the transmission coefficient is a function of the angle

of the incident energy with respect to the junction. The rela-

tionship between the coupling loss factor and transmission coef-

ficient, therefore, involves an average over the incidence angle
[17]:

c £'

- -&--=-- <_(O)cos 0 >
ql,2 - 2mA (65)

s

where
< > denotes the average over angle

is the length of the line junction between

the subsystems

8 is the angle of incidence

A
s is the area of the source subsystem

Acoustic spaces are coupled to each other and to bounding panel

surfaces over an area. The relationship between the transmission

coefficient between two acoustic spaces and the coupling loss
factor is

c A
-- _ O W

_V
s

(66)
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where
A w =

V =
S

TL =

the area of the wall connecting the spaces

volume of the source space

average transmission coefficient which is

related to the standard transmission loss
(TL) of the panel by

-i0 Loglo (_) (67)

Measured data for the transmission loss of panels is di];ectly
applicable for determining the coupling loss factor according toEqs. (66) and (67).

The coupling between panel structures and adjacent acoustic spaces
is characterized by the radiation efficiency,

Ora d, as opposed to
a transmission coefficient. This occurs in g_neral for the

coupling between subsystems which differ by one in the number of

dimensions that describe the subsystem. A panel is a two-dimen-
sional subsystem while an acoustic space involves three dimen-

sions. The coupling loss factor and radiation efficiency arerelated by

ql,2 = tu Mp °tad (68)

where
pc = characteristic impedance of the acoustic

medium

Ap = area of radiating panel

% = total mass of radiating panel

An analytical expression for the radiation efficiency of panels is

given in the section on acoustic/aerodynamic sources. The reci-

procal relationship for coupling loss factors is conveniently used

to determine the coupling loss factor between an acoustic spaceand a panel:

nl ql,2

q2,1 = - n2 (69)

p_
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Power input evaluation. - The SEA equations describe the power

exchange between subsystems of the SEA model. The inputs to the

model are the power inputs to the subsystems through contacts with

external sources. A direct measurement of the power inputs under

actual operating conditions is usually very difficult although new
techniques such as acoustic intensity measurements offer some

promise. The usual approach is to measure the vibration or

pressure levels at the contact points under actual operating

conditions and then to relate these measured levels to the power
inputs through calculated or measured input impedances.

The time-average power input to a group of modes can be evaluated

in two ways. First, it can be done on a mode-by-mode basis.

Second, it can be done using input impedances. The impedance

approach can be carried out analytically or using measured imped-
ance data. The following material will show that the modal and
impedance approaches lead to the same result.

Following the mode-by-mode approach, the equation of motion for a
single mode is

i Oiwiui I I = M fi (t) (70)

where ui(t ) is the modal response, M is the system mass, 0_ is a

viscous damping loss factor, w_ is the resonance frequency, andfi(t) is the modal force given

f (t) = Id_ _
i s({ t) • _i(x ) (71)

where _ (x,t) is the vector stress acting on the system from

external sources, and _(x) is the mode shape, and the integral is

over the spatial exter_t-of the system. In the case where the

modal force is broadband random stationary time history with a

flat spectral density, the power input to mode i is given by

Sf

w!i)= __ __11
in 2 M (72)

where Sf. is the spectral density. The time-average power input

to a gro_ of modes is found by summing over the group

D_
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W. = 1; rt 1
in _ _ sf. (73)

i 1

Equation 73 can be rewritten as

W. :5_ffIn 2 H . (74)
1

where N is the number of modes in the group and Sf i is an average
over the group.

If an ensemble of systems is defined in which the resonance

frequencies are distributed randomly, the number of modes, N, in a

frequency band, Aw, can be written in terms of the modal density,
n(w), as

._ : n(w) Aw (75)

The power input in that frequency band is then given by

,n 2 M f. (76)
1

where w is the band center frequency.

For the case where the excitation is a point force,
of the modal force becomes

the spectrum

2

Sf. : Oi (X_o) Sf (77)
1

wherethe---Qx is the location at which the force is applied and S. is

spectrum of the applied force. The average over the g_oup
becomes

: *i(X-o) sf (78)
1
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where _ is the value of the mode shape squared at location x
average_ over all modes in the group. -o

In systems where the mass density is uniform, the value of _I
tends towards one as the number of modes in the group increases.

However, at points near boundaries to the system, the value of _
may be significantly above or below one.

If the concept of an ensemble of systems is expanded to include
systems in which the point of application of the force is a random

variable over the spatial extent of the system, it can be formally
shown that the average of _ (x) over the ensemble is one. In
cases where the mode shapes _re-_.ot known, this result is useful

and is commonly a part of a SEA model. The power input for this

case can be written from Eq. (76) as

W = n__ S _ (79)
in 2 H f

The formulation above can be expanded to include cases where the

excitation includes moments and multiple excitation points. It

can also include a distributed excitation along a line or over a

surface. For example, the formulation can be expanded to include

a distributed excitation due to a turbulent boundary layer or
acoustic pressure field.

For the case in which a two dimensional structure is excited by a
distributed pressure field, the spectrum of the modal force
becomes

Sfi = f dxI I d_2 Sp(51 ) p(52 ) (80)

where Sp(x,) P(_2) is the cross-spectrum of the pressures at x,

and _2 and the integrals are over the spatial extent of the struc-

ture. If, in addition, the excitation is homogeneous in space,

the cross-spectrum depends only on the difference x, - _2 and
EquatiLn (80) can be written

Sf : J"dk Sp(W,k) IOi(_k)l 2 (81)

,am
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where S_(w,k) is the Fourier transform of the cross
is the _ave number spectrum of +_ ...... -spectrum, k
• - _**= p_essure zielo, and l_.(k)l _
is the magnitude-squared of the Fou '
shape _i(x). rler transform of th_ mode

The formulation represented by Equation (81) is particularly
useful in calculating the power input from an acoustic pressure

field or turbulent boundary layer pressure fluctuations. It can
be used directly in Eq. (73) to obtain the power input or an

average can be taken over the modes, and the average spectrum of
the modal force can be used in Equation (76) to obtain a statisti-
cal estimate of the power input.

The impedance (or mobility) approach can be most easily demon-

strated when the excitation is a point force. When a single-
frequency, pure-tone force with complex amplitude, F, is applied
at a point x the response velocity, V, is by definition-_'

V=- F

Z(w,x o)
(82)

where Z(w,x ) is the driving point impedance
power input_s equal to The time-average

W. = I
in _ Re F_',"

(83)

where Re signifies "the real
(83) yields

w. I
_n = _ IVlZ Re Z(w,_Xo)

part of". Combining Eqs. (82) and

(84)

or

W. = 1 1
in _ IrlZ Rez(w' o) (85)

p_

When the excitation is a random process, the force and velocity
variables in Eqs. (84) and (85) can be replaced by spectra so that
the power input in a band of frequencies Aw is given by
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or

W.in = fdw Sv(W) Re Z(w,xo)_ (86)
A_

W.ln =_fdw Sf(w) Rez(wlxo )._ (87)

m_

where the integral is over the band _w.

The variables in Eq. (86) can often be measured. The easiest mea-

surement involves the velocity. Measurement of forces requires
that a force gauge or load cell be inserted between the source and

subsystem during operation. This may not be feasible as, for

example, in the case of the gearbox connection to the airframe of
a helicopter.

The input impedance of a structure can be determined from measure-

ments on the structure through use of an impedance head. This is
a device which attaches to the structure and measures simul-

taneously both the applied force and acceleration (velocity) at
the contact point. A shaker is used in conjunction with the

impedance head to generate the applied force. It is usually not

necessary for the level of the excitation to equal that of the

actual source, since the assumption of dynamic linearity is almost

always valid. However, in some cases it is necessary to apply the
same static load to the structure so that the measured impedance
is equal to that seen under operating conditions.

The voltage excitation to the shaker can be in the form of a

sinusoid at discrete frequencies or a broadband random noise

signal. In the former case the sine wave is swept over the

desired frequency band. The relative amplitudes and phase of the

forces and acceleration signals are monitored to give the desired

impedance. For the broadband excitation the outputs are processed

digitally by sampling the random signals and then evaluating the

impedance in terms of Fourier transforms of the sampled signals.

The power flow is dependent on only the real component of the

impedance or mobility (inverse of impedance). In cases where the

reactive or imaginary component of impedance is large compared to
the real component, the accuracy of the measured value of the real
component is reduced.

In the absence of accurate impedance measuruments, analytical
expressions for the input impedance can be used with measured

velocities (or forces) to determine the input power.
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The input impedance can be calculated using a modal formulation or
by solving the differential equations of motion. However, when
the subsystem being excited is coupled to a number of other
subsystems,an exact calculation of the impedance becomes formid-
able. However, as is the case of using the modal approach to
calculate power input, a statistical approach can be used. It is
known from the theory of room acoustics that the real part of the
admittance (reciprocal of impedance) for a point volume velocity
source in a large room is equal to the admittance of an infinite
acoustic space. The relationship between the real part of the
admittance of a finite system and that for an infinite system
exists for any dynamic system under the following conditions:

a) when many modes contribute to the response at a single
frequency, or

b)

c)

an average is taken over a band of frequencies contain-
ing many resonances, or

an average is taken over all possible locations of the
excitation.

With this result the power input from Eq. (86) can be written

W. = Sf(w) ReZ 1 _w
in inf(W) (88)

where Z f is the impedance of the infinite system, provided that
Sf(w) a_ Zinf(W ) are constant over the band aw.

Although it is not immediately obvious, Eq. (88) is identical to

Eq. (79). For example, if the system being excited is a flat
plate, the impedance is given by [22]

Zinf. plate = 8mSKC£ (89)

where m s is the surface density (mass per unit area), K is the

bending radius of gyration, and c£ is the longitudinal wavespeed.
The modal density for a flat plate is given by

n(w) = a......a__
4nKc£ (90)

p_
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where A is the area of the plate. It is left as an exercise for

the reader to show that Egs. (79) and (88) are equal with these
expressions.

An extension of the impedance approach to cases in which the

excitation includes moments and/or excitation by coherent sources

at multiple points becomes a good deal more complicated. However,
use of the statistical concepts introduced earlier makes these

extensions possible and many special cases have been worked out.

Up to this point, the excitation has been a stationary random

process with a flat or white spectrum. In cases where the spec-

trum is broadband and varies slowly over frequency, a white

spectrum gives a good approximation to the time-average power

input to a single mode as long as the spectrum is flat over the
resonant response bandwidth.

If the excitation is at a single frequency, the time-average power
input can be derived from Equation (32) as

2

w!il"" 1 2 1 w n.iwi 2 2 2 (_I)
in _ IFil M (w_ - 2)2 + w niw i

where F. is the complex amplitude of the modal force and w is the

radian _reque**cy of the excitation. The power input to a group of

modes is found by summing over the modes.

W : _ w! i)
in (92)

in i

Equation (92) can be evaluated exactly in cases where the reson-

ance frequencies and damping loss factors are known. However, if

the modes are coupled to modes of other systems, which is usually

the case, the resonance frequencies are shifted and the damping
loss factors must be changed to account for the apparent damping
due to energy transmitted to other modes. Evaluation of the

resonance frequencies and damping loss factors in the coupled
system requires solution of the entire system equations of motion
which negateg the simplicity of the SEA model. In addition, the

accuracy of the computed resonance frequencies and loss factors is
often poor because the system canhot be described with sufficient
detail.

p_
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A statistical approach simplifies the problem. If an ensemble of
systems are defined in which the resonance frequencies are ran-
domly distributed with a uniform probability distribution, the
power input to a single mode i averaged over the ensemble is givenby

r

!.

zn 2 M 2 Iril (93)

where W! i) is an average over the ensemble. This equation is

similar I_o Equation (72) with the spectrum of the random modal

force replaced by the amplitude squared of the pure tone modal

force. This result allows an SEA model to be used for pure toneexcitation.

An alternative to the calculation of input power involves measure-

ments of the energies of the directly excited subsystem under

actual operating conditions. In that an evaluation of the input
power involves a measurement of applied force or resulting point

velocity, it is often as convenient to simply measure the response
energy levels in the directly excited subsystem.

For gearbox airborne noise it may be convenient to measure the

pressure levels in the space surrounding the gearbox as opposed to
measuring vibration levels on the gearbox casing from which the

radiated acoustic power is inferred based on an estimate of the

radiation efficiency. Where structural attachments unambiguously
involve a single subsystem, the measured response of that sub-

system may more appropriately characterize the source than mea-

suring the attachment point velocity or force and estimating the
power based on the modal or impedance approaches.

For either acoustical or structural subsections the measured

space-time average response levels are used to determine the

subsystem energy. For acoustical subsystems the total energy isgiven by:

ac

Eto t = V*D
(94)

where v is the volume of the space and D is the energy density

D = <p2> /(pc 2)
x (95)

and <p2> x is the space average mean square pressure in the space.
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For structural subsystems

Estr
tot = M <re>

X

(96)

where M is the total mass of the subsystem and <va> is the space
average mean square velocity response level, x

The power balance equations for the directly excited subsystems

are simply removed from the overall SEA matrix equation since the

subsystem energies for these have been determined from measured

response levels. The terms proportional to the measured subsystem

energies in the remaining power balance equations are moved to the

right hand side of the equations and become source terms in
solving for the system response levels.

System response evaluation. _ The solution of the SEA matrix

equations yields the modal energies for the subsystems of the

model. The total energy in each subsystem is slmply obtained from
the modal energy and mode density according to:

E

E = ( l,tot
i,tot n. -) n i (to)

I (97)

where the quantity in parenthesis is the modal energy.

The total energies can be expressed in terms of physical quanti-

ties according to the following for structural and acousticalsubsystems:

Acoustical subsystems:

<Pi 2>x = . 2n2c
1 o (98)

where <P_)_ is the space average mean square pressure in the

space, result occurs when the volume term in the expression

for the mode density of an acoustic space, Eq. (40), is consider-ably larger than the other terms.
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Structural subsystems:

(_) n.<VZ> = _!
i x n H.

1 i
(99)

where
n i = mode density for structural subsystem

M i = total mass of subsystem

<V_> = space average mean square velocity1 X

The above equation applies where the motions involve translational

velocities, as is the case for bending deformation in beams and
plates.

For beams deforming in torsion the motion is in terms of angular
velocities

<8_ >
1 x:

E • n.

<0.2> = (_)
i X n. p.L.l

I z I p,i
(1oo)

where I is the total polar moment of inertia of the cross

section,P'_ i is the density, and L i is the length of the beam.

Space average acceleration and displacement levels are determined
according to:

and

<a_> = w z <V.Z>
I x o I x (I01)

<d.a> = <V.e> /_ z
1 x 1 x o (102)

.tin
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[
= center frequency of bando

<aZ.>
1 x

<dZ.>
1 x

- space average mean square acceleration level

- space average mean square displacement level

Similar expressions occur for angular accelerations and displace-ments.
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SEA Model of the Sikorsky S-76

The previous sections described the general features and required
steps for implementing a SEA model of noise and vibration trans-

mission. The fundamental approach of SEA was presented in terms

of the power balance equations between individual subsystems of

the overall model. General procedures for computing the para-
meters in the system equations were also described.

Though the basic approach of SEA is conceptually straightforward

and easily understood its implementation requires a well developed
understanding of the dynamic behavior of mechanical and acoustical

systems, in general, and also of the particular structure under

investigation. Sectioning the structure into multiply-connected

structural subsections requires an understanding of the types of

deformation occurring and the nature of the junctions that couple
subsections together.

The following sections illustrate the implementation of the SEA

approach for a specific helicopter that is representative of the

general class of civilian/commercial helicopters. The helicopter

chosen, the Sikorsky S-76, is a twin turbine powered helicopter
with a certified maximum speed of 80 m/s, a cruise speed of 75

m/s, and a range of over 740 km. It has a maximum certified gross
weight of 45 kN. In a standard configuration the S-76 can accom-

modate up to 13 passengers and from 4 to 8 passengers in wide body
executive comfort.

The development of an SEA model for a particular application

involves a series of steps that are identified in Figure 19. The

various steps have been discussed at length in the general section

describing SEA and are presented here in block diagram form to
help focus the discussion of the SEA model for the S-76.

The first part of this section involves a description of the S-76

helicopter and the considerations leading to the selection of the

SEA subsystems of the model. A second part deals with the evalua-

tion of the SEA parameters of the model including the mode density
and damping and coupling loss factors. Reference is made to

standard expressions from the general section on SEA that are

applicable for the S-76 SEA model. Where non-standard expzessions

are required they are described within this section. An example
is the dynamic behavior of the composite honeycomb panels that are
used extensively on the S-'76.
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An important part of this section deals with an evaluation of

coupling loss factors. A variety of coupling configurations are

involved including: frame to frame, frame to panel, panel to

acoustic space, and acoustic space to acoustic space. Of parti-
cular importance for the S-76 model is the coupling between frame

members at junctions with cross frames. A derivation of the

coupling loss factor expressions for frame junctions is given in
Appendix B.

In addition, this section deals with the evaluation of input
power, formation of the system matrix equations, and solution for

the subsystem energies and response levels. The input power
evaluation relies on the prior discussion of source levels for

helicopters. The estimation of source levels is dependent pri-
marily on inflight measurements. The procedures for formation of

the system matrix equations and solution for the subsystem

energies and response levels are discussed in the general SEAsection.

Description of the S-76 airframe - As previously described, the
primary source of helicopter cabin noise in an untreated con-

figuration is the gearbox. It is a source of both acoustic and

vibratory energy that is transmitted into the cabin acoustically

through intervening panels and spaces and vibrationally through

the airframe structure to panel surfaces that radiate directly

into the cabin. The gearbox on the S-76 is pad mounted directly
to the airframe at four attachment points. On other helicopters

the gearbox may be similarly mounted or it may be supported by
struts and torque restraint mechanisms.

Internal details of the S-76 airframe structure are displayed in
Figure 2. The overhead framing in the cabin consists of two main

fore/aft members that reach from the gearbox forward to the

pilot's windows. The gearbox is mounted directly onto the fore/
aft frames. Immediately underneath the gearbox the frames are an

integral I beam construction with added plating for additional

support. Forward of the gearbox the framing is a riveted, lighter
weight construction where the weight decreases moving forward.
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Identify Subsystems of the SEA Model

Identify Types of Motion

Bending, Torsion,
Acoustic Modes

Identify Physical Junctions

Connecting the Subsystems
Point, Line, Area

Evaluate SEA Parameters

Mode Density

Plates

Frames

Acoustic Spaces

Damping Loss Factor

Added: Damping,
Absorption

Coupling Loss Factor

Frame Junction

Frame/Panel

Panel/Acoustic Space

Power Balance Equations] IEvaluate Input

Power

SEA System Matrix I [ Source Levels

Invert System Matrix

Modal Energies

Compute System Response Levels

Vibration Levels

Pressure Levels

Figure 19. Block Diagram for SEA System Response Evaluation,
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Cross frames in the cabin overhead are of a riveted construction
and extend down around the sides of the cabin to support the floor
structure. The skin panels for both the
cabin are a light weight honeycomb .... __overhead and sldes of the

_**_xucclon anu are riveted to
the frames. In t_e bare condition with no interior treatment the
framing and honeycomb skin panels are completely exposed.

Between the pilot and copilot,s seats there is a frame structure
that connects between the overhead frames and the floor (called

the "broom closet,,). Control cables and levers for the main and

tail rotor controls pass through this structure to the exterior

overhead surface of the cabin. The entire nose section of the

helicopter extending forward from the top _raming section over the

pilot/copilot,s seats is a fiberglass construction. The tail
section is a typical rib/stringer type construction.

The space around the gearbox is enclosed by a fiberglass cowling
which also covers the control linkages mounted to the exterior

skin surfaces forward of the gearbox. A bulkhead separates the

gearbox from a plenum chamber for the turbine inlet air supply.
The plenum chamber is also separated from the turbines themselves

by a bulkhead. Immediately aft of the rear passenger bulkhead is

a luggage compartment that lies below the gearbox and turbine

inlet spaces. Behind it and beneath the turbines is a space
occupied by the environmental control units. Dimensions of thecabin are shown in Figure 20.

_SEA subs stems for the S-76
SEA model consls mode__l. - Subsystems in a

modes in component sec-
tions of the total structure which exhibit similar dynamic be-

havior. The dynamic behavior is characterized by the type of
deformation within the structure as well as the nature of the

coupling to adjacent structures. Possl_le types of deformation
include bending or flexural, torsional, zongitudinal, and shear

motions. Each differs in the way in which energy is stored withinthe structure.

In structures with extremely complicated geometries these motions

are often internally well coupled by changes in cross-section,
bends, attached brackets, etc. In such cases the modes with

different types of motion have comparable modal energies and can

be treated collectively as a single subsystem within the SEAmodel.

The first step in selecting the SEA subsystems is to physically
section the total structure into individual components called

structural subsections. This is most easily accomplished by
considering the physical discontinuities that occur within the

g0
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structure. Skin panels are sectioned by the framing to which they
are attached. Framing is sectioned by junctions with cross
frames. This is also where changes in frame cross-sectional

geometry occur on the S-76. Acoustic spaces are sectioned by

bulkheads, cowlings, and other panel surfaces which physically
define these spaces.

In many situations on the actual structure there are potentially
significant structural non-uniformities in the form of cutouts,

attachment brackets for cabling, hydraulic lines, etc., stiffening
angles and plates, as well as local changes in cross-sectional

geometry. For acoustic spaces the partitions may be only partial
with significant open areas between the spaces. Decisions must be

made concerning the degree of detail that is accounted for in
selecting the subsections. Accounting for additional detail

results in a larger number of subsystems. The costs to implement
and run the model increase, and there is also the potential for

greater computational error. The trade off must also take into

account the anticipated accuracy of the modeling procedure itself
in deciding the degree of detail included in the model.

The structural subsectioning of the S-76 airframe for the initial

SEA model is glven in Table i. It includes the panel sections

between frames, frame sections between junctions, bulkheads,
window and door panels, and assorted other structural elements.

In addition to the cabin itself other acoustic spaces include the

different overhead compartments around the gearbox, turbines, the

inlet air plenum, and the luggage and ECU compartments. These are
listed in Table 2.

Within each structural subsection, subsystems have been included

which account for mode groups containing different types of

motion. This occurs primarily for the framing at lower frequen-
cies where the final subsystem selection accounts for torsional

motions and bending mucions about two axes perpendicular to the

axis of the frame. The SEA model as formulated for the S-76 does

not account for longitudinal motions in the frame due to the

nature of the gearbox motions, which predominantly excite the
attachment frames in bending and torsion.

A total of 82 structural subsections are used in describing the

S-76 airframe. Of these 45 are frame structures and 37 are panel

structures. For each frame three types of motion are considered
yielding a total of 135 frame subsystems in the SEA model. In

addition there are 8 acoustic spaces listed in Table 2 that are

included as subsystems in the SEA model. This brings the total
number of SEA subsystems for the S-76 to 180.
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The cabin is the primary space for establishing the Interior noise

en¢ironment. The other spaces act as sources (e.g., gearbox and

turbine spaces) or as connecting spaces (e.g., luggage compart-
ment). Others, such as the nose compartment and environmental

control unit space, are less important as connecting spaces since

they physically are not on a direct path from the source to the

cabin. They are of importance in that they potentially affect the
distribution of acoustic levels throughout the helicopter.

From Figure 2 it is seen that there is a great deal of symmetry in
the airframe about a fore/aft center line. This symmetry is also

reflected in the structural subsections in the SEA model. Panel

or frame sections on the left and right sides of the cabin have

identical surrounding structural subsections. If the power inputs
for the different sources are also symmetric, then the modal
energies of the symmetric subsystems will be the same. This fact

allows for potentially significant simplications in formulating
and solving the power balance equations.

For symmetric subsystems the modal energies, coupling and damping
loss factors, and mode densities are identical term by term in the

power balance equations. One of the identical equations for each

symmetric subsystem pair is simply removed to reduce the number of

degrees of freedom (i.e., independent modal energies) in the SEA

system matrix. The effect on equations for middle subsystems with

no symmetric counterparts is to combine off-diagonal couplingterms for the symmetric pairs.

For Table i the number of structural subsections for the symmetric

structure with symmetric excitation is 48 which is significantly
smaller than the original total of 82. The total number of

subsystems accounting for bending and torsional motions in the
frames is 106 as compared to 180 originally.

As a final note, it should be emphasized that these reductions

depend not only on the symmetric nature of the structure, but also

of the excitation as well. If we are considering the response due
to excitation at only one of the gearbox attachment points, then

the problem is not symmetric. Also if the actual gearbox excita-

tions are not left/right symmetric, the problem again is not
symmetric and must be solved in its full form.

In a compact structure such as a helicopter airframe there is a

high degree of interconnectedness between the possible paths from

sources to receivers. It is difficult to describe the overall

transmission in terms of paths that are independent of each other.
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The extent to which this is possible depends on the existence of a

sequence of strongly coupled subsystems with relatively larger
modal energies than surrounding subsystems. In this case the

Fower flow will be along the path of the strongly coupled sub-

systems with lateral flow out into the surrounding subsystems.

Prior measurements of a preliminary nature on the S-76 have

suggested that the flow of vibratory energy from the gearbox along

the main fore/aft frame members constitutes an important path in

important frequency bands below i kHz. The gearbex is directly

and strongly coupled to this path and as well it is anticipated

that the coupling between sections along :he framing is strong.
Important lateral flows of energy from the path would be into the
adjacent skin panel sections and also the cross frames at frame
junctions.

Other potentially important paths from the gearbox that are

accounted for in the SEA model are into the drip pan immediately
beneath the gearbox and the rear passenger bulkhead. Both are
excited by vibration transmission through the frame to which the
gearbox is directly mounted.

Acoustic spaces in the helicopter airframe are an integral part of
the overall SEA model. Energy stored in the resonant acoustic

modes of the space are coupled to the resonant modes of adjacent

structur_l subsystems. In addition the spaces are coupled to each

other directly through non-resonant mass-law controlled response
of the intervening panel structures. The presence of holes or

other openings in the panels also contributes to t_e direct coup-
ling between acoustic spaces.

The number of acoustic spaces in the helicopter airframe is small

compared to the number of structural subsystems. In some cases

the transmission is from the source space through a panel struc-

ture directly into the cabin such as occurs for the gearbox
acoustic space through the overhead panels into the cabin. For

other paths the transmission may involve a single intermediate

acoustic space. Airborne transmission from the spaces around both

the gearbox and turbine can involve the luggage compartment as an
intermediate step in the path to the cabin.

Vibration and acoustic transmission in the helicopter airframe are

inherently coupled. The degree of the coupling depends on the

parameters of the particular model so that it may be appropriate
to describe independent airborne and structureborne transmission

problems. For helicopter airframes both probably must be con-



sidered together within the context of the full SEA model. The
contributions from acoustic and vibration sources can be assessed
by independently evaluating the cabin noise levels for each. The
transmission for each source may importantly depend on both
vibratory and acoustic paths.
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Table 2

Acoustical Subsections for the S-o76 SEA Model

Description

Space around gearbox and under forward
cowling

Turbine inlet air plenum

Space around turbines, left and right sides

Luggage compartment

Environmental control unit space

Cabin

Nose compartment

Identification Code

GBA

TIA

TAL,TAR

LCA

ECUA

CA

NCA

j,
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Evaluation of SEA parameters for the S-76 model. - The meaning and

significance of the SEA parameters has been discussed. Analytic
expressions were also given for evaluating the SEA parameters for

common types of subsystems and junctions. These expressions form
the basis for evaluating the parameters of the specific SEA model

of the Sikorsky S-76 as presented in Tables i and 2. Additional

expressions to account for distinctive features of the model are
presented in the following sections.

Mode density for the S-76. - The S-76 model is comprised of frame,
panel, and acoustic subsystems. The frames allow for torsion and
bendi**g deformations. The general expressions given for evalua-

ting the mode density of a beam or frame subsystem deforming in
bending and tursion are directly applicable for the frame sub-

systems of the S-76 model. The applicable equations are shown in
Table 3.



Table 3

Summary of Parameter Requirements for Frame and
Acoustical Subsystems

Frame Subsystems

Torsional resonances

Bending resonances

S-76 frame substructure
#'s from Table 1

Applicable Equations and S-76 Subsections

Eq. (41) with wavespeed from
Eq. (43)

Eq. (53) with wavespeed from Eqs.

(49) and (50) which yields Eq.
(55)

1-32, 51, 52, 61, 62, 70-78

Input Parameters Required

- length of frame subsystem

Torsional Motion

Symbol

- torsional moment of rigidity

- polar moment of inertia of
cross-section

J

I
P

Bending Motion (about each of two axes perpendicular to the
frame axis)

- radius of gyration of
cross-section

Material Properties

KI, K 2

- Young's modulus

- Shear modulus

- density

Acoustical Subsystems

Acoustic resonances

S-76 acoustical subsystems
from Table 2

E

G

P

Eg. (4o)

Total # = 8
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Table 3 (continued)

Input Parameters Required

- Volume of space

- Surface area

- Edge length

Physical Properties

- Speed of sound - (Possible
temperature and ambient

pressure effects)

V

S

P

C
0
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For plate subsystems additional expressions are required charac-

terizing the dynamic behavior of composite honeycomb panels.
Conventional single layer panel subsystems include the rear

passenger bulkhead, windows, the drip pan underneath the gearbox,
and panel surfaces on the doors and nose cone. For the conven-

tional single layer panels the required parameters and applicable
analytic expressions are given in Table 4.
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Table 4

Summary of Parameter Requirements for Single
Layer Panel Subsystems

Panel Subsystems

Bending resonances

S-76 Single Layer Panel

Subsystems from Table 1

Applicable Equations and S-7_
Subsections

Eqs. (49), (50), and (54) which
yield Eq. (56)

35, 44, 45, 46, 49, 50, 53-56,
59, 60, 63-66, 69, 79-82

Input Parameters Required

- Area of panel

- Thickness of panel

Material Properties

- Young's modulus

- Poisson's ratio

- density

Symbol

A

h (used to compute
K, radius of

gyration)

E

O

P

I04
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The dynamic behavior of composite honeycomb panels is illustrated

in Figure 21 [23]. The wavespeed for bending deformation involves

three distinct regions. For typical helicopter honeycomb panels
the honeycomb core material is sufficiently rigid as to effec-

tively prohibit any thickness deformation of the composite until
very high frequencies, well above the range of interest.

At low frequencies in Region 1 the wavespeed increases propor-
tional to the square root of frequency consistent with the result

for a panel deforming in bending. The bending rigidity of the

composite cross-section is dependent upon extensional deformation

in the face sheets which are spaced apart by the thickness of thehoneycomb core.

Etfs(H + tfs)2

D1 =' 2(i_a2 )
(103)

tfs = thickness of face sheet

H = thickness of honeycomb
core

E

O

= Young's modulus of face
sheet material

The expression for the wax'espeed is:

D %
el = [. 1

(2Pfs+PcH) ]

= Poisson's ratio of face
sheet material

(Io4)

PJ

Pfs = surface density of one
face sheet

Pc = density of honeycomb

core (in expanded form)

The bending rigidity of the honeycomb core itself does not contri-

bute significantly to the overall composite panel rigidity.

At higher frequency shear effects within the honeycomb core become

important, and the wavespeed in Region 2 becomes more nearly
independent of frequency consistent with shear wave propagation.
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The value of the wavespeed for shear wave propagation is:

GH

c 2 -- [ _2Pfs+PcH) ] (]05)

G = shear stiffness of

honeycomb core (in

expanded form )

At still higher frequencies the behavior again represents bending
deformation but with a smaller effective bending rigidity. The
bending rigidity in Region 3 is determined by an individual face
sheet deforming in bending:

Et_s

D3 = i2(1-°a) (106)

The wavespeed is given by:

D3 %

c3 _ [(pfs+ I pcH)-) ] (lo7)

The mode density for a honeycomb panel is evaluated depending on
frequency from Eqs. (104), (105), or (107) and Eq. (54).

In Region I: Low frequency bending of the entire composite

nl(w) = _ a
DI

4n [(2Pfs + PcH)]_

(]08)
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In Region 2: Shear deformation of the honeycomb core

A_

n 2 (w) = _-- (109)

In Region 3: High frequency bending of the face sheets

A
n3(_) =

D3

4n [(Pfs + I Pc H)
6

(11o)

The honeycomb panels on the S-76 are of varied construction
involving aluminum face sheets and either aluminum or kevlar cores

as shown in Figure 22. Total panel thicknesses vary from 12.5mm

to 25mm with the face sheets being from 0.75mm to 1.25mm thick. A

typical surface density for 25mm thick composite panels with an
aluminum core is approximately 6.1Kg/m z.

The shear wavespeed in Region 2 for the 25mm thick aluminum core

construction is approximately 1300 m/s which significantly exceeds
the speed of sound " ' _

in alr (344 m/s). The transition between
Regions 1 and 2 occurs at approximately 3900 Hz. Coincidence

occurs in Region 1 near 300 Hz. These numerical results for the

S-76 aluminum core panels mean that in computing mode densities

the expression for Region i, Eq. (108), is of primary importance
and that the panel vibration is above coincidence over almost the

entire frequency range of interest. As will be seen in a subse-

quent section, the radiation efficiency can be taken to be equal
to i in this case regardless of the type of deformation occurring
within the panel.

Damping loss factor for the S-76. - Most of the frame structures

and some of the panels on the S-76 are of a conventional riveted
aircraft construction. For such structures dampings have a broad

range of values nea-.01. In the absence of specific information

for the S-76 this value will be used in the initial model predic-
tions. Where such panels are treated with damping materials

manufacturers, estimates of the resulting composite loss factor
values will be used.
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Figure 22 S-76 Plate and Skin Haterials
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Other panels are either of a honeycomb or fiberglass construction.

Damping values for the fiberglass material itself depend on the

formulation, the type of resin used, the density and orientation

of the fibers, etc. Reported values are in the range from .003 to

.02. Additional information will need to be obtained, if avail-

able, from the manufacturers of the fiberglass sections. A

question for the built up structure is whether there are signi-
ficant contributions from interface damping due to gas pumping or

other sources. The greater the inherent damping of the material
itself the less will be the influence of the other sources of
damping.

For composite honeycomb panels the damping levels will exceed the

levels for the individual component materials alone. The com-

posite levels will depend on the nature and quality of the bonding
including the type of adhesive used. In the absence of manufac-

turers data, experiments, as described in a subsequent section,

will be needed to estimate damping levels for the honeycomb

panels. Particular front window designs involve a multi-layer
construction with an adhesive middle layer. Here damping levels
must also be estimated based on experimental measurements on the
actual material.

A difficulty in performing such measurements is isolating the
desired damping mechanisms from energy which is transmitted to

other attached structures. _f the interface damping is important,
it is not feasible to simply remove the panel of interest from the

remaining structure since this also removes the desired contribu-

tions due to interface damping. For structures where interface

damping is not expected to make a significant contribution as for

composite panel constructions, the panel may be tested separate
from the attached structure.

Damping for the acoustic spaces in the S-76 model includes only
the energy dissipated within the space and not the energy trans-
mitted to adjacent spaces or which is coupled into resonant

vibration of the bounding panel surfaces of the space. Air

absorption for the small spaces on the helicopter in the frequency

range of interest is negligible. Where added treatments provide
significant absorption in comparison with the totally bare con-

figuration the damping can be estimated based on the supplied

absorption characteristics of the treatment while completely
neglecting other contributions.
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Estimating damping levels of acoustic spaces based on experimental
measurements of reverberation time is feasible to the extent that

the dissipated energy within the space is large compared to the
transmitted energy. This depends in part on the transmission loss

levels for the bounding panels. Where holes or gaps contribute

significantly to the transmission, covering them can reduce their

contribution and improve the validity of the damping estimate for
the space.

Damping level estimates are a source of uncertainty for all

vibration prediction methods involving the resonant response of
structures. This is true of finite element methods, the methods

of classical mechanics, and of SEA as well. Damping does not
readily allow for convenient analytical prediction procedures for

real structures. Unfortunately it is important for the prediction
of vibration response and transmission.

Coupling loss factors for the S-76. - The required coupling loss

factors for the S-76 SEA model in Tables 1 and 2 are identified by
the junctions between the subsystems. The junction types for the
S-76 model include point, line, and area connections. The frame

subsystems are considered to be connected to each other at a

point. Junctions between frames and panels occur along the l_.gth
of the frame, and panels are "connected" to the acoustic spaces
over their areas.

To illustrate the identification of coupling loss factors consider

the frame junction shown in Figure 23. The junction is located at

cross frame location 3 between the rear passenger door and mid

passenger window, in this case on the left side of the cabin.
Four frame substructures are connected at the junction. Their
numbers are as follows:

Substructure #

(from Table I)

i) 3 - LF23L

2) 5 - LF34L

3) 26- CF3L

Main longitudinal frame section between cross
frame locations 2 and 3

Main longitudinal frame section between cross
frame locations 3 and 4

Cross frame at location 3 - left frame
section

4) 27 - CF3M
Cross frame at location 3 - mid frame section
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The allowed motions for frame subsystems include bending about two

axes and torsional motion. In total 12 different SEA subsystems

are connected at this one frame junction. With complete genera-
lity where all of the subsystems are connected with each other

there are 66 different coupling loss factors characterizing the
junction.

In actuality the total number is not this large. As a result of

the geometry of the junction certain motions are simply not

coupled to each other. For example, bending motion in the plane

of the framing is not coupled to either torsional or out-of-plane
bending motions for any of the four frames. Symmetries occur when
opposing frame substructures have identical cross-sectional

geometries which further reduce the total number of coupling loss
factors. For a symmetric frame junction the total number o[

independent coupling loss factors that must be evaluated is 22.

If, further, all of the frames are identical the number of numeri-

cally different and independent coupling loss factors is reduced
to ii.

Frame junctions are the most complicated as a result of the large
number of subsystems involved. Other junction types are consider-
ably less complicated. Consider the line junction between a frame

and the panels on either side to which it is attached. The total

number of subsystems is five; three for the frame and one for each

panel. For the completely general case the total number of

coupling loss factors is i0. For identical panels on both sides

of the frame the total number of coupling loss factors to be

evaluated is three. Area junctions between a panel and adjacent

acoustic spaces are the least complicated and involve only two
coupling loss factors between the three SEA subsystems.

Frame junction coupling loss factor evaluation for the S-76. - The

analytical procedure for evaluating the coupling loss factors at a

frame junction is described in Appendix B. The approach involves
a computation of energy transmission coefficients where the frames

are extended to infinity away from the junction. Reverberation in

the frame sections is accounted for in the expression relating the
transmission coefficient to the coupling loss factor.

Frame-panel coupling loss factor evaluation for the S-76. - Frame

subsystems are connected to panels along the length of the frame.
The subsystems differ by one in the number of dimensions that

characterize them. The frames are one dimensional along their
length while the panels are two dimensional over an area. This

situation is more appropriately described by a radiation effi-

ciency for the one dimensional subsystem, i.e., the frame, which

relates the vibratory motion of the frame to the power it radiates
into the plate.

p_
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Analogous to the case of radiation by a panel into an acoustic

space the radiation depends on the wavespeed in the frame relative

to the panel wavespeed. When the frame wavespeed exceeds the

value for the panel a matching or coincidence condition occurs

where power is radiated more efficiently into the panel. The

behavior is more complicated than for panel and acoustic spaces

because even above coincidence a near field disturbance remains in

the panel due to the nature of bending deformation.

Below coincidence for an infinitely long connection no power is

radiated into the panel, and the radiation efficiency is zero.

For finite length connections power radiates into the panel as a
result of the discontinuities at the ends of the frame. Un-

fortunately expressions have not been derived to predict the

radiation efficiency for the different frame motions below coin-
cidence.

The approach followed here is to evaluate the radiated power for

uniform motion of the frame along its length. This corresponds to

normal radiation at right angles to the line junction. For

torsional motion of the frame, 8f, the total radiated power is
given by the following:

llra d = L {_lre(Zf)a z + Re(Zm)] + re[Zm,_ll} loll z (111)

where Z =
f transverse force impedance of panel

Z
m moment impedance of panel

Z
m,q

cross coupling impedance between moments

transverse displacements forces angular
rotations

a --- distance between axis of torsional motion

and line connection to panel (half width of

frame where i_ connects to panel)

L = total length of line junction

Expressions for the impedances are contained in Table 7 of Ap-

pendix B. In the equations of Table 7, B is the bending rigidity

of the panel per unit length along the line connection. For

composite honeycomb panels at low frequency the expression for D,

in Eq. (103) is substituted for the bending rigidity B.
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The radiated power is related to the coupling loss factor and

frame motion according to the definition of the coupling loss

factor.

[]rad = _,]t E t (112)f,p tot,f

Ettot, f

t

qf,p

= total energy of frame

in torsion

frame to panel coupling

loss factor for tor-

sional motion in the

frame

where

E t = L Of I loll z (113)tot,f p,f

I
p,f

= polar moment of inertia

of frame cross section

pf = density of frame

These three equations, when cembined, give the coupling loss

factor between torsional motion in the frame and bending motion in

the panel as follows:

t 1 1

qf,p - topflp,f (_ [Re(Zf )az + Re(Zm)] + Re(Zm,_)a) (114)

For bending motion of the frame, qf,

the radiated power results:

[lra d -- L Re(Zf) I_lfl 2
2

the following expression for

(115)

The radiated power, coupling loss factor, and amplitude of the

transverse bending motion are related by:

115
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and

b Eb
nrad = wOf,p tot,f

Eb
tot, f

b

qf, p

(116)

= total frame energy in
bending

= coupling loss factor

between a frame and panel
for out-of-plane bend-
ing of the frame

Eb
tot,f = Mf I_fl z

MI = total mass of frame

The coupling loss factor is given by

b L

nf,p = _ Re(Zf)

(117)

(118)

The above expressions for the coupling loss factors between a

frame and attached panel are highly approximate. The validity of
the approximations made in deriving these expressions will be

assessed in Phase II by designing specific experiments to deter-

mine the coupling loss factors for comparison with the predic-tions.

Panel-acoustic space CO_s factor evaluation for the S-76.

The coupling between a vibr__ and an adjacent acoustic

space has been described In gene_:al. It is based on evaluating a

radiation efficiency for the panel which depends on frequency
re]ative to the coincidence frequency. For single layer panels

the determination of the coincidence frequency and radiation

efficiency is straightforward (see the section on acoustic/aero-

dynamic sources for expressions for the coincidence frequency and

radiation efficiency). As discussed earlier in this section,
composite honeycomb panels display different behavior in three

regions. This potentially affects the dependence of the radiation
efficiency on frequency.
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At low frequencies the behavior involves bending deformation where

the bending wavespeed is given by Eq. (104). The coincidence

frequency for this type of deformation is determined by setting ci

equal to c in Eq. (104) and solving for w_(i.e.- 2nk). Radia-
tion effic_encies below coincidence for deformation Region 1

are then determined from the above value for f and Eq (6) which
is repeated here for convenience c "

PA

Ora d -- _ ( )*_
c

(6)

P = perimeter of panel

Ac = wavelength at coincidence frequency

(=Co/f c)

= boundary condition factor

= 1 siraple edge support

= 1 clamped edge support

In the mid frequency region shear deformation in the core is

i,tpoLLant, _**d the wavespeed is indep_nd_nL of frequency, if the
shear wavespeed, as given in Eq. (105), is greater than c , then

conditions are above coincidence and the radiation effici@ncy is
set equa] to one. When the shear wavespeed is less than c , the
following approach is adopted for computing the radiation°effi _
ciency.

The radiation efficiency is given as a function of (f/f)½. This
can be recast in an equivalent .form for bending deformation as:

(_--) % = -_
c o

4o = acoustic wavelength at
frequency, f

= panel wavelength at
kP frequency, f
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The term I can be expressed in terms of the panel and
wavelengths cat frequency, f:

Az
l =J/-
c A

O

acoustic

(]20)

The expression for the radiation efficiency now becomes:

p A s
o = _ _9__

tad AnZ A2 _5
O (]21)

The appropriate value for A is determined from the shear wave-

speed of Eq. (105). It shoed be noted that the radiation effi-
ciency in Region 2 varies inversely with frequency.

At high frequencies when the wavPs eed
_han cn, the critical frenu_,_,, _'-P- - in the panel, c_, is less

_ne or_ inal e nr_o_^_ _"_J _-s aetermlned by settin_ c =
g x_ .... _v_, _u_ o _. is then .... _ _- . _ c .

coupling loss factar. _a(_ _u UO evaluate t_e

Direct counlino between _coustic :_paces for the S-76. _ Direct

coupling between adjacent acoustic spaces arises from two sources.

One involves the acoustic transmission through openings in the

intervening pane] between the spaces, and the other is due to

non-resonant response of the panel. Resonant panel motion is

accounted for in the SEA model by coupling loss factors between

the panel and the adjacent spaces. Non-resonant or mass con-

trolled panel motion that is strongly coupled spatially to the

acoustic resonances can constitute an important source of direct
coupling at frequencies below coincidence.

The acoustic transmission through an opening depends on the

acoustic impedance of the opening looking into the spaces. The
transmission coefficient is given by the following:

Re(Zh)PCT = - Ah

|l IZh]2 - _" (122)
P

WJ
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where

For circular holes [241:

pc = acoustic impedance

A h = area of opening

Ap = area of panel between the spaces

Zh = acoustic impedance of opening

looking into one of the spaces

Zh = p_: [_ iSka2 -
(123)

C

k = acoustic wavenumher = o
2/_f

a = radius of hole

For rectangular holes [24] :

Z h = pc [ _z(az + bZl
16

i8k a2+ab+h a
- 9_ ( a+b ) ] (124)

a,b = 'limef,sions of hole

The above expressions apply in the limit when the acoustic wave-

length is large compared to the dimension of the opening (i.e.:
as ka • o). For circular holes Eq. (122) becomes

Th = . • 7 Ah
l+ A- (125)

2.88 P

at low frequencies which reaches a constant value of .7Ah/Ap"

&
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In the other limit when the opening is large compared to the

acoustic wavelength (i.e.: as ka _ _) the transmission coeffi-

cient simplifies to the value _ = Ah/A . For multiple openings
the transmission coefficient values f_r each opening computed

separately are simply added together. The calculations are based

on the same panel area between the spaces.

Acoustic transmission between the spaces through non-resonant mass

law controlled motion of the panel is evaluated from the following
expression:

Tm£ = 3.16/[1+(-----L--_ 2]
" 2pc " (126)

w = 2n f, frequency

pp = surface density of the panel

The result applies for diffuse acoustic fields in the spaces.

The total direct transmission between the spaces is the sum of

individual contributions due to openings and non-resonant trans-
mission:

Td = _-. Th,i + Tm£ (i27)
1

where the sum is over all of the holes connecting between the

spaces. The coupling loss factor is evaluated from Td and Eq.(66):

c A

q12 4wV (t (128)
I

V I = volume oC source space

p_
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Input power evaluation for the S-76 model. - Important sources for

the S-76 include the mechanical connections between the airframe

and the hydraulics system and the gearbox as vibratory sources

where they attach to the airframe and also as an acoustic source

due to radiation from the gearbox casing and turbulent boundary

layer pressure fluctuations over the exterior skin. The gearbox

is the dominent source for both the untreated and treated cabin

interior.

The procedures for quantifying _he input power for each of the

above sources are described in previous sections dealing with

acoustic/aerodynamic and vibratory sources or in the general SEA

section dealing with the input power. For the TBL pressure

fluctuations the results in Equations 9-13 and 79 and Figure 17

are applicable for evaluating the source levels or input power.

For vibratory sources involving point attachments to the airframe

Equation 8b is used to evaluate the input power in terms of a

measured attachment point velocity. Experimental measurements or

statistical estimates are used for the attachment point impe-

dances. The measurements are described in a subsequent section

and the statistical impedance description is discussed in relation

to Equations 79 and 88.

Acoustic sources are characterized in Equation 4 by measurements

of vibration levels_ for example on the casing surfaces of the

gearbox, and inferred values for a radiation efficiency. An

alternate approach is to measure the acoustic pressure levels in

adjacent spaces into which the source radiates. This approach is

described in relation to Equations 94-96.

The SEA matrix equation for the S.-76 model. - The form of the SEA

matrix equations in terms of the subsystem modal energies, the SEA

parameters, and the input power is described in a prior section.

Cambridge Collaborative has developed a proprietary computer code,

called SEAM, that assembles the ,natrix equations in terms of the

SEA parameters and performs the natrix inversion to solve for the

subsystem modal energies. The program also evaluates the response

levels according to the procedures described in the general

section entitled system response evaluation.

The program evaluates mode densities and coupling loss factors for

a variety of relatively standar,_ subsystem and junction types.

Its usage in Phase II to generate predictions for comparison with

measured data from the flight measurements will involve adapta-

tions to account for cases particular to the S-76 that have been
described In this section.
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MEASUREMENT PROGRAM FOR MODEL VERIFICATION

Objectives

The Phase II measurement program includes a series of ground/

laboratory experiments and in-flight measurements with the general

objective of validating the cabin interior noise model developed
in Phase I. Specific objectives ._re as follows:

to provide acoustic and vibration source levels for
input into the analytic model

to provide intermediate levels along transmission paths
for comparison with the model predictions

to provide cabin interior noise levels and vibration

levels on panel surfaces that radiate directly into thecabin

to provide data necessary to define or validate values

of important parameters in the model (e.g. structural

damping, acoustic absorption, vibration coupling loss
factor)

• to provide data relevant to assessing validity of

genera] predictions of the model (e.g. _o,!rce coherence

at gearbox attachment points, the relative importance in

the airframe model of vibration transmission in the
framing and skin panels)

The detailed comparisons and othe_ experimentation are intended to

identify weaknesses in the model, uncertainties in parameter
values, etc. as the basis for refining the model.

The measurements fall into two categories: I) ground or labora-

tory tests with the in-flight sources simulated either by mechani-

cal shakers or acoustic speakers, and 2) flight test measurements

with the actual in-flight sources (gearbox, hydraulics, aero-

dynamic noise sources, etc.) in operation. The ground and labora-

tory testing will involve the fully assembled aircraft, the fully
assembled airframe minus the gearbox, and separate individual

sections of aircraft including the gearbox and other airframe

subsections. The Phase II effort, and an overview of its place in

the total program is shown in the Flow of Activities (Figure 24).

_8
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The intended end result of the Phase II measurements and com-

parisons is a cabin noise model that:

• has been thoroughly validated in terms of the

fuselage dynamics and acoustic characteristics, and

• is readily applicable for evaluating the effective-

ness of a variety of noise control treatments

(Phase III).

Ground Test Measurement Program

The ground testing is designed to provide information for validat-

ing individual sections of the model. The primary focus is for
vibration transmission in the airframe (see Figure 2), from the

gearbox attachment locations through the frames and skin panels to

the panel surfaces that radiate into the cabin. Acoustic trans-

mission between the different compartmented spaces (i.e. around

the gearbox, the turbine inlet, luggage compartment, etc.) and the

cabin will also be investigated. A mechanical shaker or acoustic

speaker is used as the source. Intermediate levels are measured

along the path from the source to the cabin where the measured

levels may be either the acoustic levels in the cabin or vibration

levels on panels that radiate into the cabin.

Such experiments are necessary to validate an analytical model for

a system as complicated as a he[icopter airframe. The modeling

approach, Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA), describes the system

in terms of the energies of individual sections or subsystems.

For structural subsystems such as framing members the energies are

related to average vibration levels on the frames, while for

acoustic subsystems the energies are related to the average

pressure levels within the spaces. These extensive measurements
involve a direct determination of the distribution of subsystem

energy levels throughout the helicopter for individual source
locations. Between three and five measurement locations are

required for each subsystem. The SEA model accounts for indivi-

dual sources for each subsystem and is directly applicable for

modeling the distribution of sub_ystem energies in response to an

individual source.

Other source locations in addition to the gearbox attachment

points include locations where the hydraulics lines are attached

to the airframe.
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Vibration level distribution measurements. - The vibration energy

level distribution measurements will be performed on a fully
assembled airframe with the gearbox removed and also, on an

airframe without the skin panels attached. The latter config-

uration is intended to substantiate the preliminary prediction of

the SEA airframe model that the framing constitutes the important

vibration transmission path from the gearbox to the cabin. The

reader is referred to Table 1 for a compilation of the structural
subsections for the Sikorsky S-76.

Vibration source coherence measurements. _ Another experiment will

investigate the effects of source coherence at the different

gearbox attachment points. For these measurements multiple
shakers with coherent electrical excitation are mounted at the

attachment locations. The response is measured at severa_ loca-

tions on the airframe for three excitation configurations: i)

both shakers active, 2) one shaker active, and 3) the other shaker

active. A comparison of the response levels for both shakers

active with the incoherent sum of response levels when the shakers

are individually active provides a measure of the effects of

source coherence between the different gearbox attachment loca-tions.

Acoustic level distribution measurements. _ The acoustic energy
level distzibution measurements involve placing a speaker in the

particular source space and measuring average pressure levels in

the source space, adjacent spaces, and the cabin. (Refer to Table

2 for the acoustical subsections for the Sikorsky S-76.) The

primary source spaces for the S-76 are around the gearbox, the

turbine inlet, and around the turbines. It is important in

performing these measurements that the spaces and the intervening

bulkheads and panels are in a representative configuration with

respect to absorbing materials, holes, and the presence of wires
and cables that pass through the holes, etc.

SEA parameter estimation measurements. - The SEA model contains

three sets of parameters which must be evaluated. The following

sections describe measurements which are intended to provide

information verifying individual parameter values in the overall

system model. The three types of measurements involved are:

• Attachment point impedances

• Damping loss factors

• Coupling loss factors
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Attachment point impedances. - Attachment point impedances are

required to appropriately determine vibration source levels

independently of the structural[ attachment to the airframe.

Source levels in the form of free velocities are determined from

measured in-flight vibration levels and the impedances looking

into the source and airframe at the attachment location. Although

the primary interest is with the gearbox attachment points,
measurements also will be performed fo_ the attachments between

the hydraulic lines and the airframe. Of particular interest will

be the hydraulics attachment points at the cabin rear bulkhead.

The impedances will be determined using conventional impedance

heads and mechanical shakers.

The shaker is connected to the structure through an impedance

head. The impedance head provides electrical outputs proportional

to the force applied to the structure and the acceleration re-

sponse at the attachment locatior_. The electrical excitation can

either be a swept sinusoid or a continuous broadband random noise

signal.

The impedance is a complex quantity with real and imaginary

components. The phase angle between the force and acceleration

is, therefore, important in evaluating the impedance. Also,

impedance relates force to velocity, and this requires integrating

the acceleration signal to obtain the velocity.

For a swept sine wave excitation, processing of the output signals

is most commonly done on an analog basis, including the integra-

tion to obtain velocity. If a broad frequency range is of in-

terest this process can be relatively slow. With the advent of

two channel signal processing analyzers, the broadband r_ndom

excitation is to be preferred. All of the frequency information

is generated at the same time. Such instruments are quite flex-

ible in presenting the results in the form of plots of the real

and imaginary components or of magnitude and phase. They are

capable of performing the required integration of the acceleration

signal as well.

Damping loss factors. - Damping loss factors are extremely im-

portant in estimating the flow of resonant vibratory energy in a

structure. For aerospace structures with riveted joints, honey-

comb panels, and a large amount of attached structure the damping

levels significantly exceed levels for the base materials.

Damping levels for built up aerospace structures are typically

estimated based on general rules of thumb which have been de-

veloped from past experience.
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For structures where the connections between attached components

significantly contribute to the damping (so called interface

damping), it is not feasible to use measured damping levels for

the unattached components. Measurements on the attached structure

in addition to actual damping losses include losses associated

with transmission across the interfaces into adjoining components.

The total measured loss factor includes damping and coupling loss
factors.

Values of total loss factor for different structural subsystems

determined from decay time measurements on the built up structure

will be compared with model predictions in assessing the overall

validity of the damping and coupl:Lng lOSS factor estimates.

For some structural components it is feasible to measure damping

loss factors separate from the rest of the structure. This is the

case where the damping levels of the component are expected to be

greater than interface damping as a result of applied damping

treatments. In addition to skin and framing panels with applied

damping treatments, measurements will be performed on multi-layer

window configurations with lossy constrained adhesive layers.

The measurement of damping loss factors involves a straightforward

experiment in which the steady noise excitation to the structure

is abruptly turned off and the decay of reverberant energy is

measured. The energy decay occurs according to the followina

relationship:

-gWot
E(t) = E e w - center frequency of (129)

o o
excitation noise bandwidth

The measured reverberation time, T , is the time required for the

energy level to decrease by 60 d_ from the initial level. The

reverberation time is related to the damping (q) by the relation:

13.8
Q - _ T (130)

o r

The energy level of a structure is proportional to the mean square
vibration level over the surface. It is sufficient to measure and

average the decay at a limited number of representative locations

using an accelerometer. Three to five locations are quite ade-

quate for most situations.
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Coupling loss factors. - The determination of appropriate coupling
loss factor values involves laboratory measurements on component

sections of the overall structure by focusing on individual

structural connections or junctions. The experiments result in

empirical estimations of the coupling loss factor between the

attached subsystems. One of the structural subsystems is excited

with a shaker, and the average vibratory energy levels are mea-

sured in the source and receiving structures. Vibration trans-

mission through a right angle junction of the airframe framing is

an important case for consideration in performing such meas-

urements.

While the emphasis for the present study is on the coupling

between structural subsystems, coupling loss factors between

acoustic spaces and between structures and acoustic spaces are

also readily evaluated experimentally. The experiments for the

different types of subystems are, xn general, the same. The

source subsystem is excitated with a shaker or speaker and the

space average response levels are measured in both the source and

receiving systems. An independent measurement of the dissipation

of the receiving subsystem is also required for the evaluation of

the coupling loss factor.

The basis for the experimental determination is described with

reference to the energy balance equations for two subsystems where

only one i_ excited. The power balance for the unexcited sub-

system yields the following result [17]:

= F nr_;

N ,N q + q.
r s r ,s

E
r,tot

E
S,tcJt

Total eaergy of receiving(r) or source(s)

s ubsy s te_

,_ of modes in excitation

b,,,_ dv i d t h

q
r,s

r}r

- coupliug loss factor

- dalnt_iil K loss factor in receiving

s_Ibsysl e.l

(]3])

Measured quantities include the total energies _ _ Es"t°t'fromand
the damplng loss factor q . The mode count _'tu=_e rminea

appropriate analytical expressions for the particular subsystems.
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The total energies are determined from the space average response

levels. For an acoustic subsystem the total energy is the energy

density, D, times the volume of the space, V:

ac = V x D
Etot

(132)

where:

D - <p2_ <pZ> space aw.rage mean square pressure (133)
_C 2 X

For a structural subsystem the total energy is related to the

measured vibration response according to:

E vib = 2 O i <V 2>. A. (134)
"tot i i

. th
- surface density of structure at i

vibration measurement location

.th
- surface area associated with l

measurement location
A .

l

- m_sured square vibration level at
i_-- Location

For a uniform structure with evenly spaced measurement locations

this simplifies to:

E vib = H <V _> (135)
tot s x

where:

M s - total mass of subsystem

<V2> - space average mean square velocity
X
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The accuracy of using the above equations to experimentally

determine the coupling loss factor is dependent on the damping

level in the receiving subsystem relative to the coupling loss

factor. If the damping, q_, is small compared to q _2_ is notfeasible to solve Equatio_ (131) for the couplin_'_ factor

rl . This is a condition where the modal energies of the sub-
s_£em_ are equal. It is often necessary in performing a labora-

tory me2surement according to Equation (131) to artificially

increase the damping in the receiving subsystem to improve the

measurement accuracy. For acoustic systems this involves the use

of absorbing materials such as fiberglass or open cell foam.

Damping treatments for structures typically involve added lossy
viscoelastic materials in the form of free extensional or con-

strained layers.

An alternative approach for an experimental evaluation of the

coupling loss factor between acc)ustic spaces is to measure the

transmission loss of the intervening panel surfaces. The coupling

loss factor is then determined from the measured transmission loss

according to Eqs. (66) and (67). Three techniques are applicable

for measuring the transmission loss: i) the room acoustics

method, 2) the near field pressure method, and 3) the acoustic
intensity metho5.

For all three techniques a speaker is placed in the source space

tn g_nerat_ the no_se f!e]d The acou_tj_ !nte_sity incident on

the intervening panel between the source and receiving space is

evaluated for all three techniques according to the following:

1
inc &pc (136)

<ps > = space aw'rage ille,tll square pressure in
source space

The techniques differ in the manner in which the transmitted
acoustic intensity is evaluated.

For the room acoustics method a p::ior calibration of the receiving

space is performed which relates the measured space average mean

square pressure levels to the power transmitted into the space
under steady state conditions. The prior calibration involves a

reverberation decay time measurement to quantify the energy
absorption in the space.
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The difference in measured space average pressure levels in the

source and receiving spaces with speaker excitation is related to
the transmission loss by

A
_._

TL = NR + 10 LOglo R (137)

TL = transmission loss

NR = noise reduction

NR = <Ps2> - <pr2> = difference in space average

pressure levels in source (s)

and receiving (r) spaces

Ap = area of intervening panel

R = room constant for receiving space [19]

A key factor in applying this method for helicopter spaces is that

it evaluates the total power transmitted into the receiving space,

not just the power transmitted through the intervening panel of

interest. For the transmission loss values to accurately reflect

the behavior of the panel, flanking transmission must be held to a
minimum.

The other techniques involve direct estimations of the transmitted

power through the panel of interest and are not sensitive to

flanking transmission errors. In the near field pressure method a

microphone is swept at close distance over the receiving side of

the panel. The transmitted intensity is related to the average

near field pressure according to the following approximate ex-
pression:

I = f

trans KgpC (138)

where <p2 > is the average near field pressure over the surface of

the pan_ and K is an empirical factor that depends on the

radiation characteristics of the surface including the effects of

curvature. Typical values for Kg are in the range from 2 to 4.
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For aircraft structures additional empirical information may be

required to specify the value of Kg.

The advent of small, high speed computers capable of efficiently

performing digital signal processing operations has resulted in

the implementation of methods for measuring acoustic intensity. A

two microphone probe is used to measure the intensity of the

radiating noise field in the vicinity of a vibrating surface. A
more detailed discassion of the theoretical basis of the intensity

probe is given in Appendix C. The application of the intensity

method for measuring the transmission loss of aircraft panels is

discussed in References [25, 26].

The intensity probe is used to measure the net radiated intensity

from the intervening panel by scanning over the surface at a

sufficient number of locations. The transmission loss is then

determined by the ratio of transmitted to incident intensities.

I
trans

T - (139)
I.
inc

TL = -I0 Loglo (1) (140)

where I___ is evaluated from Eq. (136) and I_ r is the net power
transmi£_d through the panel as measures _th the intensity

probe.

The intensity techniques can also be used to evaluate coupling

loss factors between panels and the adjacent acoustic spaces.

These evaluations are based on an experimental determination of

the radiation efficiency for the panel. With the panel excited by

a noise field on the opposite side from the space of interest, the

power radiated by the panel is related to the radiation effi-

ciency, Ora d, by the following:

lira d = pCAp Ora d <V_> (141)

where <V2> is the space average mean squared velocity level on the

panel. _he radiated power is determined by the acoustic intensity

method accounting for the total ]:adiating area of the panel. The

experimentally evaluated radiation efficiency is then related to

the coupling loss factor according to Eq. (68) as follows:
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I

N
rad

ql,2 - tam <V2>
P P

(142)

Preliminary Airframe Vibration Transmission Measurements

Preliminary vibration transmission measurements were carried out

on an S-76 airframe with the following objectives in mind:

A) Familiarization with S-76 airframe to assist in design
and implementation of full Phase II ground test measure-
ment program.

- Identify measurement requirements

source excitation

• sensor location

• data acquisition and reduction

B) Provide limited quantitative descriptions of vibration

transmission to assist in development of S-76 airframe
model.

Help identify important structural elements and

paths.

The measurements were performed on a partially assembled S-76

airframe on the Sikorsky S-76 assembly line. All of the major

structural components of the airframe were in place. The pilot/

copilot doors and windows had not yet been mounted. The gearbox

was also not installed, and this conveniently allowed access for

mounting a mechanical shaker to the gearbox attachment locations

on the airframe. Control and electrical cables were not in-

stalled. This allowed convenient access for mounting an acce-

lerometer on the various frame and panel members of the airframe.

For the measurements a mechanical shaker was mounted separately at
two gearbox attachment locations. The shaker was excited with a

broadband random noise signal in the frequency band from approxi-

mately 200 - 7000 Hz. One lightweight accelerometer was per-
manently mounted at the source location while a second accelero-

p_
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meter was moved to different locations on the frames and panels of

the airframe. A total of 40 different locations were used for the

measurements. The locations covered the structure around the

cabin including overhead panels and frames, side panels, windows,

doors, etc. and extended from near the source in the rear of the
cabin forward to the nose structure. As a result of the symmetry

of the airframe structure, the measurement locations were limited
to the middle and left side of the cabin. The shaker positions

included the rear most attachment point on the same side as the
measurement locations and the forward point on the other side of

the cabin. Lightweight .5 gm accelerometers were used so as not
to influence the vibration levels being measured.

The data were acquired and processed with a two-channel FFT

analyzer which computed the transfer function between the vibra-
tion levels at the source and measurement locations. Coherence

function measurements also were recorded to indicate frequencies

where potential contamination by extraneous noise sources occur-

red.

A sample plot of these measurements is shown in Figure 25 with the
shaker located at the rear attachment point on the left side (RAL)

of the gearbox and the measurement location at a random point on

the overhead panel on the left side of the cabin near the rear

bulkhead. The overhead panel is of a composite honeycomb cons-
truction. Refer to Table ] fox frame and panel designations.

The narrowband plot of the transfer function is characterized by

peaks and dips that are indicative of the resonant structure of

the panel response plus the fact that the result involves no

spatial averaging over the area of the panel. The coherence
levels are in general high, indicative of a large signal to nuise

ratio• The dips in the coherence function correspond to the dips
in the transfer function. Dips occur where the accelerometer is

located at a node of individual panel resonances. The measured

pane] signal at the dip is dominated by extraneous noise that is
uncorrelated with the source signal.

As shown in Figure 26 the overall coherence levels decrease for

panels further from the source as a result of the decreasing
vibration transmission. The transfer function magnitude is

evaluated from the cross spectrum of the source and measured panel

levels, and therefore, discriminates against noise in the panel

levels. Even though the coherence, in general, is decreasing due

to noise the accuracy of the transfer function estimate is main-

tained.
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The variation in overhead panel levels is shown in Figure 27 for

the shaker at the front attachment point on the right side (FAR).

The overhead panel levels were measured on the left side of the

cabin. A comparison of levels on different panels is influenced

by differences in the mechanical characteristics of the pan_l.

The thicknesses of the composite honeycomb panels vary from 12 to

25mm throughout the cabin.

In an SEA model of vibration transmission, the modal energy is the

important quantity in determining the flow of vibratory power.

Differences in modal energies between attached structures result
in a net flow of power. An equilibrium results when the modal

energies are identical and therefore no net power flow exists.

The modal energy is scaled by the space average vibration level

where the constant of proportionality is dependent on panel

parameters including thickness. The result of this is that a

comparison of vibration levels is not sufficient for charac-

terizing the vibration transmission when the parameters differ

from panel to panel.

-
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From Figure 27 the variation in level from the rear of the cabin

forward to locations at the copilot's position is relatively

minor, on the order of 5 - 7 dB. The absolute magnitudes of the

transfer functions can be significantly greater than i. This

depends on the fact that the gearbox is attached to relatively

heavy and stiff framing. If the framing is well coupled to the

panels so that the modal energies are comparable, then the vibra-

tion levels will be greater on the lighter weight panels.

Differences in levels for individual panels for the excitations at

two different gearbox attachment points (RAL vs. FAR) are shown in

Figure 28. These differences are more pronounced for panels

further aft closer to the source attachment points. For the

forward panels the levels are more comparable. The differences

are more accentuated at higher frequency. The source on the left

side (where the panels are located) is closer and more directly

coupled into the panels in comparison with the attachment location

on the right side.

Transfer functions for important panel surfaces in the rear of the

cabin are shown in Figures 29 and 30. The drip pan is the over-

head panel immediately beneath the gearbox that is supported from
the framing to which the gearbox is directly mounted. The rear

passenger bulkhead is also directly coupled to the same framing.

Both panels are more equally excited by the two attachment point

locations at lower frequency. At higher frequencies the rear

attachment point is more effective than the forward location in

exciting both the bulkhead and drip pan.

The variations in vibration levels on the webs of the main fore/

aft frame members are shown in Figures 31 and 32. The rear

attachment location (RAL), Figure 31, is at the aft-most point of

the fore/aft frame. The levels are greatest on the first frame

section, particularly at higher frequencies. The decrease in

level forward of the gearbox is not significant. In fact there is
an increase in level for the furthermost forward frame section.

The decreasing weight of the frame members moving forward contri-
butes to this result.

The variation in vibration level for the right slde source loca-

tion (FAR), Figure 32, also does not show significant changes in

level. The source is directly coupled into the cross frame
between fore/aft frame sections one and two. Levels in frame
section one are smaller than for section two because frame section

one, which directly supports the gearbox, is of a heavier cons-
truction.
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Figure 33 shows the relative vibration levels at the top and
bottom of frame section one at the source location. Both acce-

lerometers measured the vertical displacement of the frame. At

low and mid frequencies the levels are equal, i.e. the value of

the transfer function is approximately 0 dB. The resonance at

higher frequency near 5.1 kHz involves a deformation of the frame

cross section in the vertical direction. This presents a limi-

tation in modeling the frame as deforming in bending as this does
not allow for deformation of the cross section.

Vertical displacements were also measured at different locations

forward on the longitudinal frames, as shown in Figures 34 and 35.

The levels do not decrease significantly moving forward in the

cabin. The decrease in frame weight influences this result. With

the source at the front attachment point on the right side (Figure
35) the levels at position LF2 are less than further forward.

This position is at the junction of the fore/aft frame and the

cross frame at the front of the gearbox which may explain the
reduced levels.

Measured acoustic levels under flight conditions have suggested

that the fore/aft frames are an important path for gearbox-genera-

ted tones forward to the front windshields (see Figure 14).
Though the windshields were not yet installed, measurements were

made on the central frame or window post that extends down between

the pilot's and copilot's windshields. The frame is of a fiber-
glass construction.

The results for the two source locations are shown in Figure 36.
The differences between the curves are minor. Also notable are

the absolute transfer function levels. The levels above 1 kHz are

in the range from -15 to -30 dB. The coherence was generally poor

though there were regions of high coherence which may correspond

to bands of efficient transmission forward along the main fore/aftframe.

Flight Test Measurement Program

Measurements of the distribution of acoustic and vibration levels

in flight have obvious differences from the ground tests in

relation to the source characteristics. For example, for the

gearbox, the ground tests are not fully capable of simulating the
source vibration characteristics at the attached points with

respect to the coherence between the different motions and attach-
ment points, and the detailed spectral characteristics of the
source.
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Figure 34.

ACOUSTIC DATA - OCTAVE SPECTRUM

Variation of Vertical Transfer Function Along the Main
Longitudina] Frame for RAL Fxcitation.
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The flight test measurements are primarily intended to provide
source level data for both acoustic and vibration sources. The

measured source levels will be used to scale the inputs to the

overall model. Recently developed partial coherence techniques
will be applied to in-flight data to determine the contribution of

each source to cabin levels. This will provide an independant
check of the overall model prediction_

An important additional objective of in-flight measurements is to

provide detailed descriptions of the cabin noise environment for

different flight operating conditions. The descriptions involve
detailed measurements of cabin pressure levels at the different

passenger/crew locations including an evaluation of spacial
variations in level near the different passenger locations and in

the vicinity of important radiating panels. It also includes

extensive measurements on panels radiating directly into the cabin

including overhead panels, the webs of main frames, door panels
and windows, etc. Vibration and acoustic levels will be measured

at intermediate locations on the airframe and in intermediate

acoustic spaces, for example the luggage compartment. The mea-

surements in the cabin and at intermediate locations provide

distributions of levels throughout the helicopter for comparison
with the model predictions.

Several flight operating conditions will be evaluated during the
measurements, inc]uding:

75 meters per second level flight

level flight at most efficient

(longest range)
forward speed

• hover

Other details of the flight condition as regards weight, weight
distribution, etc., will be consistent with standard flight test
requirements.

Initial survey measurements will be performed by moving a single
microphone or accelerometer from location to location. A refer-

ence location will be monitored to verify that the operating
conditions have remained stable. This reference location will be

monitored during the fully instrumented flight tests to verify the

consistency of flight condition. Analysis of this initial survey
data will be used to select specific in-flight measurement loca-

tions for the detailed data acquisition required for the analytic
model verification.
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The fully instrumented flight test measurements will involve a

large number of acoustic and vibration sensors located throughout

the helicopter with simultaneous recordings on a 14 channel tape
recorder. Since the Phase III isolator design is likely to

involve materials with temperature sensitive characteristics,
temperature measurements near the isolator locations will be

obtained. A total of approximately 36 sensor locations is esti-
mated for these flight test measurements.
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Statement of Work For Ground and Flight Test Measurements

Task 1.0 gzuund test measurements. _ These ground test m_a_ur e_
ments are primarily intended to determine SEA parameter vai'ues and
verify several postulates.

i.i Instrument model S-76 aircraft (without gearbox) with ac-

celerometers along the frames and panels. Shaker to be

mounted at successive gearbox attachment points. Repeat

measurements at hydraulics attachment points. Acquire
acoustic measurements in acoustic spaces as well as accelera-
tion data while monitoring source strengths. Perform near-

field probe sweep of selected panels for radiation effi-ciency.

1.2

1.3

Install two shakers at gearbox attachment points and conduct

coherence test with i) one shaker, 2) the other shaker and 3)
both shakers operating.

Install impedance head on shaker at airframe/gearbox attach-

ment point on gearbox and measure impedance looking into

gearbox at each foot. Repeat for attachment looking intoairframe.

1.4

Instrument airframe without panels to measure accelerations

along the framing members and obtain data with a shaker
successively at the attachment points.

1.5 Install shaker at locations several substructures removed

from the gearbox area to obtain excited subsystem decay andtotal loss factor data.

1.6 Instrument individual key model subassemblies (such as wind-

shield and junctions) in separate laboratory tests with
shaker and accelerometers to obtain loss factor data.

1.7 Install speakers in each of the six acoustic spaces (gearbox,

turbine inlet, turbine, luggage compartment, ECU, nese

compartment) and measure acoustic levels in adjoining spaces

and cabin operating one speaker at a time. Use a complete
aircraft with gearbox for this acoustic transmission test.

1.8 Locate speaker outside complete aircraft and measure trans-

mission characteristics for windows and side panels withintensity probe.

PW
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Task 2.0 flight test measurements. - These flight test measure-

ments are primarily intended to determine source strength levels.

2.1
Instrument model S-76 aircraft with accelerometers at key

locations (gearbox, hydraulics, frames, windshield, etc.)

2.2 Perform 1 hr. preliminary vibratory/acoustic
identify additional in-flight hot spots

survey to

2.3 Acquire approximately 6 hours of flight data in various

conditions measuring vibration and acoustic levels at ap-
proximately 36 locations

2.4 Acquire approximately 3 hours of flight data (subsequent to
SEA model modification). Measurement locations will be
chosen to verify model modifications and refinements.

Model Comparisons and Refinements

The primary objective of Phase II is the validation of the cabin

interior noise model developed in Phase I. The development of a

noise model for a system with the complexity of a helicopter
necessitates an iterative process in order to establish confidence

in the model. Measured data for a representative helicopter is

compared with preliminary model predictions in order to identify
weaknesses in the model which require additional refinements.

The validation process involves comparisons of the reduced flight
and ground te_t data with predictions from the model. The model

is exercised for original estimates of parameter values in making

an initial comparison with measured data. Subsequently, addi-

tional predictions are generated to determine the sensitivity of
the predicted results to variations in key parameter values. This

also involves comparisons between predicted values for individual

parameter values, for example, coupling loss factors for specific

structural connections with the results from specially designed
laboratory experiments on structural subsections.

The intended end result of the Phase II measurements and compari-
sons is a cabin noise model that has been thoroughly validated and

which is readily applicable for evaluating the effectiveness of a
variety of noise control treatmen%s.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

Dynamic mesh forces within the gearboxes of moderD civilian/com-
mercial helicopters are the dominant source of cabin noise. The

cabin airframe is a complex structure with the potential for many
highly interconnected structureborne and airborne transmission

paths from the gearbox to the cabin. The high frequency nature of

the mesh forces, with tonal harmonics throughout the important
audio bands, excites a multitude of structural and acousticresonances.

Classical modal analysis procedures and finite element methods are

applicable for modeling the cabin noise environment at great cost

because of the structural complexity of the airframe and the large
number of resonances that are excited. Statistical methods are

appeallng as alternatives in that the response is described

statistically in terms of groups of resonant modes having similar
dynamic behavior. The number of degrees of freedom (dof) in the
model are greatly reduced over other approaches.

A model of the helicopter airframe and cabin noise environment has

been developed for the Sikorsky S-76 based on Statistical Energy
Analysis (SEA). The number of degrees of freedom is 180 in the

full SEA model and 106 in a reduced model when there is symmetry
in the airframe structure and gearbox excitation. Though large,
the dof are significantly smaller than for the comparable finite

element models of the airframe in the same frequency range.

The physics of the vibration transmission problem are described by
SEA in the form of a coupling loss factor for power flow across

junctions between attached subsections of the airframe and a

damping loss factor for power dissipated internally within a group
of modes including the effects of added damping treatments.

The model developed for the S-76 represents an important extension

of the application of SEA to larger, more complicated transmission

problems. SEA procedures for setting up and solving the system
equations are not any more complicated for larger systems. Of

importance is how assumptions made in characterizing the resonant

behavior of individual airframe subsections and the dynamics of

the junctions that connect them affect the overall prediction of

vibration transmission. Specific areas for potential further

refinement of the model include the modeling of frame member
dynamics and the coupling between panel subsections across inter-

vening frames. There is potential concern for the effects of

resonant cross-sectional deformation in frames and the effects of
non-resonant frame motion in coupling between panels.

As with any modeling approach, confidence in the model improves

with increasing familiarity with the particular problem. Insights
gained from measured data on the actual system, in the lab, or
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under operational conditions, contribute importantly to one's past

experience ill initially developing the model and subsequently in

refining it. the second model verification phase of the NASA

program will provide important measurement inputs in demonstrating

the usefulness of a Statistical Energy Analysis approach for the
complicated problem of modeling the cabin noise environment of
helicopters.

w4
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APPENDIX A

Details of Source/Path Identification Techniques

Path identification by temporal discrimination. - The most direct

method of identifying transmission paths of a non-dispersive
system is by exciting the system with impulses (using either an

externally applied signal or internal impulsive sources within the

system). One monitors the response at a point and detects the

arrival time of the impulse. Since the wavespeed is constant,
then a measurement of the travel time leads to an estimate of the

propagation distance between the points if the wavespeed is known,

or an estimate of the wavespeed if the spatial path separation

between the points is known. Examination of later impulses
received gives information on the first few reflections within the

system. Thus, various paths can be identified and their relative
amplitudes measured.

Problems arise with all time delay methods when the arrival times

for successive propagation paths become closely spaced relative to

the pulse or tone burst duration. For vibration transmission in a

helicopter airframe this may constitute a serious limitation

because the structure is relatively compact and path length

differences are small. The technique would involve excitating the
gearbox attachment points with tone bursts or impulses and moni-

toring the received acoustic signals at different passenger
locations. Vibration levels on different panel surfaces of the
cabin interior may also be monitored.

Temporal discrimination: correlation analysis - A second method

of temporal discrimination invoi[ves the use of correlation analy-
sis. The cross-correlation function is computed between the

source and the response point if the source location is known, or
between the two response points. If the source excitation is

white noise or band-limited noise, then the cross-correlation

function is a maximum at a delay time which is equal to the time

delay for propagation between the two response points. The most

important difference between the time delay measurement method and

the correlation analysis method is that the time delay technique

is useful for pulse excitation, whereas the correlation technique
is useful for steady-state, random excitation. If the source

excitation is broad-band and produced within the system, then

correlation analysis is often the more appropriate technique.

Suppose the excitation is band-limited white noise between the

lower frequency fL and upper frequency f.. Then the cross-cor-

relation function R . (r) between the responses x(t) and y(t+[)
whose path length di_{erence is d is



sin[n(t-d/c)(fu-fL)]

Rxy(_) : XY cos[_(T-d/c)(fL+fU)] _(__d/c)(fu_fL )
(143)

where X and Y are the signal amplitudes. The cross-correlation

function is a maximum at i=d/c, the propagation time between the

two response points, and the envelope of the peak is more sharply

defined as the noise bandwidth (fT_--fr) increases. Therefore,
determination of the peaks in th_ _patial cross-correlation

function enable a measurement of the time delay between the

signals.

Now suppose we have a system with N paths such that the path

length d_ (i = i, 2, ..., N) is different for each path. The

resultin_ cross-correlation function between the input and output

has N peaks as shown in Figure 37. The peaks in the cross-cor-

relation function have exactly the same form as in Equation (143),

so that the delay time for each path corresponds to the time at

which each peak of the cross-correlation function is located. The

amplitudes of each peak depend upon the relative magnitudes of the
transmission coefficients of the various paths.

Figure 37 illustrates that various transmission paths can be
identified only if the delay times between any pair of paths are

sufficiently different that the peaks can be distinguished. Let

It and _2 be the delay times for two of the transmission paths

between the two response points. The criterion [27] such that

these paths may be distinguished using correlation analysis is

that the difference in these delay times satisfy the following

inequality:

J12 - _, ] (fu- fL) > ] (144)

The normalized correlation coefficient Cxy(_) is defined to be,

Cxy('t ) = Rxy(T)/[Rxx(O) Ryy(O)l _ (]45)

where Ri_yA is defined in Equation (143) and R and R are the
input _.u output autocorrelation functions, xx The _rrel ation

coefficient for the time delay between transmission paths is given

by Equation (143) with the signal magnitudes X and Y set equal to

unity. Thus, the correlation coefficient evaluated at the delay

time is equal to

Cxy('r=d/c) = 1 (146)
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It is important to note that the amplitude of the correlation

coefficient is independent of the transmission path characteris-

tics for non-dispersive systems. This is not the case for disper-

sive systems. Figure 38 shows the correlation coefficient for a

dispersive system. The time width at between the adjacent zeros

of the correlation coefficient on either side of the central peak

is illustrated on the figure, and this time width is equal to

At = 1/(fU - fi) = 1/Af (147)

where Af is the frequency bandwidth of the excitation. The cor-

relation coefficient peak is most clearly resolved by increasing

the frequency bandwidth of the excitation. Equation (147) also

helps illustrate why the condition expressed in Equation (144)

must be satisfied for multiple transmission path systems in order
to resolve individual transmission paths.

Temporal discrimination: the frequency domain. - The time delay

between various transmission paths also may be measured in the

frequency domain. A common method is to use the cross-spectral

density function. Consider a signal s impinging on each of two

response points with excitations x(t) and y(t) such that a noise

signal is present at each response point as follows:

x(t) = s(t) + m(t)

y(t) = s(t+I) + n(t)

(148)

(149)

There is a time delay T of the signal at y relative to x. The

noise signals m(t) and n(t) are presumed to be uncorrelated with

s(t) and with respect to each other. The cross-spectral density

G (f) between x and y is
xy

Gxy(f) = Gss(f) e jw_ (150)
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The autospectral (power) density of signal s is G , and it is a

real non-negative quantity. Therefore, the phaseS_xy of Gxy is,

_xy = w_ (151)

The delay time between the transmission paths is simply obtained

as the average slope of the graph of phase versus angular fre-
quency.

It is sometimes possible to improve the resolution of the delay

time measurement by use of the coherence function. The complex
coherence function Yxy between the response at x and y is definedto be

G

Yxy : 4G XVG (15Z)
xx yy

The squared magnitude of the complex coherence function is the

coherence function previously discussed. The complex coherence

function for the system defined by Equations (148) and (149) is

G ejwl

l,xy2(f) = , ss
4(G + (Gss + Grin)ss GI) (153)

where G and G are the noise autospectral densities. The phase

of the _mplex _herence function is precisely equal to the phase
defined in Equation (151), so that the complex coherence function

or the cross-spectral density function may be used to estimate the
path length difference.

The main distinction between the two frequency domain methods

occurs when the noise sources are partially correlated with the

signal s. The signal s in practice may not be a white noise

signal. It may, for example, be a signal with noise components as

well as a few strong sinusoidal components. Such a signal will

not be statistically independent relative to a noise signal. Thus

the phase of such a cross-spectral density is not proportional to
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the delay time, but includes phase error terms due to the cor-
relation of the signal with the "noise sources" - noise in any
practical measurement situation meaning any background signal
which is not of interest. The cross-spectral density function and
the complex coherence function differ only in their magnitude
response. The complex coherence function is the ratio of the
cross-spectral density to the square root of the product of the
autospectral densities of the two signals. This division by the
autospectral densities has the effect of "whitening the spectrum"
since the frequencies at which the autospectral densities are
small are boosted in the complex coherence function relative to
the cross-spectral density. Conversely, Equation (153) shows that

if the noise at either measurement point is large relative to the

signal autospectral density G , then the complex coherence

function is reduced in magnitud_ It is possible to weight the

complex coherence function by appropriate low, high, or band-pass
filtering to eliminate points where the coherence is low.

The inverse Fourier transform of the complex coherence function

¥ weighted by a smooth weighting function W(f) is the smoothed
c_erence transform (SCOT) defined as follows:

Cxy(T) = ¢_ f _ W(f_ y (f) e-2nJfTdf (154)

The frequency domain weighting function is used to filter out
frequencies at which the magnitude of the complex coherence is

small relative to unity. As with the cross-correlation function a

peak in the SCOT occurs at a time equal to the time delay between
the two signal paths. An advantage of the SCOT over the cross-

correlation function is that the peak in the SCOT is often times
sharper. Figure 39 is an example from Reference [28] which il-

lustrates the potential benefit of the SCOT. The signal s(t) is a
source with broad band noise and three sinusoids. The cross-

correlation function, which is the inverse Fourier transform of

the cross-spectral density, is illustrated in Figure 39. A delay
between two broad band noise signals produces a peak in the

cross-correlation at a time equal to the delay time. The presence

of the sinusoids in addition to the noise leads to a complicated

cross-correlation such that no dominant transmission path delay
times are discernible. Figure 39 also shows the SCOT. There is a

clear peak at the correct delay time, normalized to zero on the

horizontal axes of both plots. This figure clearly shows that the

SCOT is a useful estimator of delay time for certain types of
complex signals.
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Path identification for dispersive system_. - The identification

of transmission paths in dispersive systems such as flexural waves

in structures is complicated by the fact that the phase speed of

the wave excitation is not constant with frequency. As a result,

different frequency components of a disturbance in the system

propagate at different speeds so that the shape of the disturbance

smears out and is difficult to follow in space. For flexural

waves in structures, the phase speed increases as the square root
of frequency. An immediate consequence of dispersion is that

there is not a well-defined delay time between transmission paths.

This factor affects each of the methods used for non-dispersive
systems as previously discussed. In order to relate measured

travel times with the path length difference it is necessary to
know the propagation speed. Since this changes with frequency in
dispersive systems it is necessary to look at various narrow

frequency bands individually. This prevents the use of the

impulse technique since it is applicable only for broad band
transient signals.

Cross-correlation analysis for a dispersive system. - There are

significant differences between the cross-correlation analysis of
dispersive versus non-dispersive systems. The limitations of

time-bandwidth considerations must be clearly recognized. It was

remarked that the dispersive effects can be minimized by choosing

a sufficiently small frequency bandwidth _f in which the phase
velocity is nearly constant. Such a system is nearly indistin-

guishable from a non-dispersive system. However, the discussion

of the cross-correlation in non-dispersive systems notes that the

time width of the peak of the cross-correlation function is

inversely proportional to the frequency bandwidth (see Equation

(147)). As the frequency bandwidth is narrowed, the peak in the

cross-correlation function or correlation coefficient becomes

spread out. Since the delay time is estimated by measurement of

the time for which the cross-correlation function has its peak
value, then it becomes difficult to estimate the delay time for
excitations with a narrow frequency bandwidth. To summarize the

difficulty, narrowing the frequency bandwidth to lessen the

effects of dispersion increases the uncertainty in estimating the
delay time.

This problem becomes more pronounced in a system such as a heli-

copter airframe with multiple transmission paths, since the

individual peaks in the cross-correlation function corresponding
each to a single transmission path delay time cannot be resolved
as the frequency bandwidth is diminished.
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Suppose that the system is excited by band-limited noise withlower and

upper cutoff frequencies f, and f , respectively. The
system is dispersive and is composed of aU single transmission
path. An example of such a system might be the propagation of

(dispersive) bending waves on an aircraft fuselage from a source

excitation point to a distant point on the fuselage. The cross-

correlation coefficient Cxy(_), defined below as the normalized
cross-correlation function, is

C×y(l:) = Rxy(t)/[Rxx(O ) Ryy(O)]%

= (1/Af) fL _U cos[2rtf(i - d/cp(f))] df (155)

where d is the transmission path length difference, &f is the

frequency bandwidth, and c (f) is the dispersive phase velocity
which varies with frequencyP

Equation (155) has been investigated [27, 29] for bending waves.

The phase velocity for a bending wave on a plate of thickness h
and longitudinal phase velocity cL is

Cp(f) = [whcT/4T_]%
(156)

Define the center frequency fo of the frequency band as follows:

fo = (fL + fu )/2
(157)

For this choice of phase velocity, the cross-correlation coeffi-
cient in Equation (155) is found to be

Cxy(I) = [2f0/(&f21 )] {cos[_(Ci(zu) - Ci(ZL) jP

+ sin[_(Si(zu) - S;(ZL)]} (158)
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where

13 = 2rtfot p [(t/T " 3/4) 2 + 3/8]P

z = (8fOlp)½[f/(4f0) _ r/I - 3/4}
P

(159)

(160)

and the term z is evaluated at the upper and lower band frequen-
cies in Equation (158). The Fresnel cosine and sine integrals
[30] are Ci(z) and Si(z), respectively.

The main features of the analysis do not require a detailed

evaluation of the Fresnel integrals. The peak in the cross-cor-

relation function (or cross-correlation coefficient) occurs at a
time _g equal to the group delay defined as follows:

T = d/c
g g (161)

The group velocity c is the velocity at which enerqy propagates.
The group delay is 9the time interval for energy to travel a

distance d. The group velocity is not equal to the phase velocity
in a dispersive system; it is given by

c = 8w/Sk
g (162)

For dispersive flexural waves in structures, the phase velocity is
given in Equation (i ;6) and the group velocity is

(163)
c = 2c
g P

The peak of the cross-correlation function occurs at a time equal
to the group delay time for a dispersive system. The peak for a
non-dispersive system occurs at a time equal to d/c_, but this

phase delay time is equal to the group delay since th_ phase and
group velocities are equal in a non-dispersive system.

The time width At of the cross-correlation function (as well as

the cross-correlation coefficient) for a disp=rsive system isgiven by

At = t Af/4f 0 > 1/AfP (164)

The center frequency of the excitation is f_, and the phase delay

r is defined in terms of the phase velocity Cp and path lengthd_fference d by,

P_
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[ = d/Cp = 21 (165)P g

The width of the time window in Equation (164) has been defined to

be the time interval in which the cross-correlation coefficient in

Equation (158) is greater than or equal to one-half of its peak
value. There are two differences between the width of the time

window for dispersive and non-dispersive systems. The width of

the cross-correlation peak for a non-dispersive system is indepen-

dent of the delay time whereas for the dispersive system it

depends on the phase delay time. Secondly, the peak width of the

cross-correlation function is more spread out in a dispersive
system than a non-dispersive system.

The peak amplitude of the cross-correlation coefficient for a

non-dispersive system is equal to unity independent of time delay

or frequency bandwidth. This is not the case for dispersive

systems. The mean amplitude of the cross-correlation coefficlent

for a dispersive system within the window width corresponding to a
single peak is

Cxy = 2 (fOlp) -1/2 (f0/&f) (166)

This demonstrates that the cross-correlation coefficient can have

a value much larger than unity, particularly for narrow bandwidth

signals. Equation (166) is valid when the path length difference

is large relative to a flexural wavelength. As the path iength

difference becomes small relative to a wavelength the cross-

correlation peak value approaches unity.

The results of this section are summarized in the statement that

the cross-correlation coefficient contains information on the

dispersive system transmission path cha£acteristics with respect

to the time at which the peak occurs, the time width of the peak,

and the mean amplitude of the peak. The cross-correlation coeffi-

cient contains information on a non-dispersive system only with

respect to the time at which an individual peak occurs.

Cepstral analysis. - This section describes a nonlinear filtering
technique known as cepstral analysis. Due to the _flvent of small

computers with extensive computational power, practical applica-

tions of cepstral analysis for filtering and signal recovery in

the laboratory have become possible. Cepstral techniques have
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advantages over the more traditional linear signal processing

techniques in the areas of dereverberation or spectral smoothing,

the analysis of periodic signals, source identification, and
transmission path analysis.

Cepstral analysis may be used to detect and/or remove echoes from

a signal, and can thus be employed to compute the free-field

response from the measured reverberant field response. Of parti-

cular interest as regards helicopter applications are the capabi-

lities of cepstral analysis for periodic signals. The periodic

components of the spectrum produced by harmonics of a particular

gearbox rotation rate is one such periodic signal. All of the

harmonics corresponding to a particular rotation rate are mapped

by the cepstrum into a single peak. Filtering in the cepstral

domain thus isolates the source characteristics of the various

gearbox sources. The cepstrum may under certain conditions be

used to separate source and transmission path effects. This is

because the cepstrum converts the convolution of source/path

characteristics in the time domain into simple addition in the
cepstral domain.

Future cepstral applications to systems, such as a helicopter

frame exhibiting both dispersion and reverberation, depend upon

the development of more powerful techniques than exist at present.

If the dispersive characteristics of the structure can be ade-

quately mode]ed, then a combination of cepstral techniques with

inverse filtering (used to remove dispersive effects) can be

employed te study structural transmission paths.

The complex cepstrum ik (eq)seOf a signal y(t), whose Fourier trans-
form is Y(f), is the Fourier transform of the logarithm of

Y(f). Since the transform Y(f) is a complex quantity, then the

appropriate logarithm is the complex logarithm.

The transform Y(f) is written in terms of its magnitude and phase
as follows:

Y(f) : IY(f)( e jO

and the complex logarithm of Y(f) is

(167)

log Y(f) = log IY(f) l + j# (168)

The real part of the above involves the logarithm of a real

number, and this is well-defined. The imaginary part is not

uniquely defined since addition of 2n radians to the phase of Y(f)
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does not alter the complex value of Y(f). Thus, it is necessary

to restrict the range of the phase to 2_. Under this condition

the complex cepstrum k (q) is defined to be the inverse Fourier
transform of the logari£hm of Y(f) as follows:

k (q) = __J'_ log Y(f) e j271fq df
Y (169)

The parameter q plays a role analogous to that of time in the

conventional Fourier transform. During the co_Dutation of t_e

cepstrum it is necessary to unwrap the phase; i.e., the phase must

be a continuous function of frequency. Information en t.ie com-

putation of the complex cepstrum is founa in the ref<.rences.

The power cepstrum c (q) is defined to be the inverse Fourier

transform of the log_rithm of the autospectral density Gyy(f) ofthe signal Y(f) as follows:

Cp(q) = Q..]'_ iog[Gyy(f)] eJ2rtfqdf (17o)

Since the autospectral density is a real, non-negative function,

then the logarithm in Equation (170) is the real logarithm.

It is important to note that both the power and complex cepstrum

are real quantities. This is obvious in the case of the power

cepstrum, but the fact that the complex cepstrum is real depends

upon the symmetry properties of Equation (169) [31].

The complex cepstrum is more general since the original time

domain signal may be completely reconstructed, whereas this

reconstruction is not possible with the power cepstrum.

Cepstral analysis has usefully been applied to signal deconvo-

lution. Consider the single input, single output linear system.

The input and output time domain signals x(t) and y(t), respec-
tively, are related by the following convolution:
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y(t) = h(t) * x(t)

y(t) =¢j_h(t) x(t-t) dl

(171)

(172)

Equation (171) is a short-hand notation for Equation (172).

impulse response function of the system is h(t).
The

Convolution in the time domain becomes addition in the cepstzal

domain. It is this property which makes cepstral analysis useful.

One may filter in the cepstral domain to focus attention on either

the source (x(t)) or transmission path (h(t)) characteristics. A

periodic source excitation produces a cepstrum with a peak at a

single value of q which is directly related to the repetition rate
of the time domain signal.

One may thus use the same filtering techniques in the cepstral

domain that are used in the frequency domain. For example, assume

that the input x(t) to the single input, single output system is a

repetitive pulse such as is produced by gearbox noise. Assume

also that the impulse response function of the system is slowly
varying relative to the repetition rate of the pulse. The convo-

lution of this pulse with the impulse response function produces a

cepstrum whose high q values are predominantly due to the pulse,

and whose low q values are due to the transfer function. Appli-

cation of a low-pass filter in the cepstral domain isolates the
transfer function contribution.

The time domain signal x'(t), after filtering in the cepstral

domain, may be recovered by use of the inverse cepstrum. Com-

putation is strongly affected by phase considerations and the
details of the filtering in the cepstral domain.

V

Cepstral analysis can be used to isolate transmission paths by

isolating the direct signal from the first few reflections, or

from the reverberant field as a whole. The main property of the

cepstrum which allows this is that a periodic time signal produces

a cepstrum with a single peak. This method has been applied [32]

to open air tests on the radiated sound from a jet engine. Since

that study was interested in estimates of radiated power rather

than reconstruction of the temporal waveform, the power cepstrum
was used.
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Figure 40a illustrates the radiated power spectrum, and the

ripples in this spectrum are due to ground reflection. The power

cepstrum corresponding to this signal is in Figure 40b, and the

ground reflection is represented by the very strong peak in the

cepstrum. This peak has been filtered out of the cepstrum in

Figure 40c, and the resulting inverse cepstrum leads to the

modified power spectrum shown in Figure 40d. This power spectrum

is compared to the power spectrum measured under anechoic condi-

tions (i.e., when measured in a special test facility which

virtually eliminates all reflections in the bandwidth of in-

terest), and the agreement is excellent. Syed et al. [32] remark

that the cepstral technique is applicable even in the presence of

wind, turbulence, or temperature gradients near the ground. They

found it useful in both narrow-band and third octave averaging.
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APPENDIX B

Frame Junction Transmission Model

The SEA model of the helicopter airframe is an important, integral
part of the overall model of the interior cabin noise environment.

The fundamental feature of the airframe model is the vibration

transmission through the framing including the gearbox support
structure and the skeletal framework of the cabin. On the
Sikorsky S-76, the framing consists of two main fore/aft frames

with wrap-around transverse frames that extend between the door

and side panels of the cabin. This section presents the analy-
tical model describing the vibration transmission between frame
sections joined at right angles.

Frame junction geometry. - A sketch of the S-76 airframe showing
£he framing is shown fn Figure 2. At low frequencies the frames

are treated as beams that deform in bending about the two axes

perpendicular to the frame axis and in torsion about the frame
axis. For both bending and torsional motions the frame cross-
section does not deform• At higher frequencies cr
deformation occurs and +_ _........ . oss-sectional

of flat plates Lonnit_LuY_*_mlf: Dengvlor becomes more like that
• = _**Qx mucAon in the axls of the frame is

not included in the model at present in that it is considerably
stiffer than bending or torsion and is not, there
contribute significantly to ........ : .foref expected to

th_ _all vAbratlon transmlsslon.

A sketch of the junction between frames is shown in Figure 41. It

is treated as a point connection at low frequency. Vibration

transmission through the junction occurs as a result of junction
motions. The exclusion of longitudinal motion from the model

restricts the allowed junction motions _o include the rotations

about the three coordinate axes and only the translational motion

perpendicular to the plane formed by the frames• The in-plane
translations are suppressed by the large in-plane impedance for
longitudinal motion in the frames.

A consideration of the junction motions illustrates the coupling
which can occur between frames. A rotation at the junction about

the Z axis induces bending deformation in frames 1 and 3 that are

aligned perpendicular to the Z axis and torsional motion in frames

2 and 4 which lie along the Z axis. An out of plane translation
in the Y direction induces bending deformation in all four at-tached frames•
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Incident bending motion in frame 1 involves both vertical motions
and rotational motions about the Z axis. The induced junction

motions couple the incident bending motion directly into bending
motion in frames 1 and 3 and torsion and bending motions in frames

2 and 4. In addition, if frames 2 and 4 are not identical,

junction asymmetries result in a coupling of the out of plane
junction motion into a rotation about the X axis and torsional
motions of frames 1 and 3. The coupling due to junction asymmetry

is the result of unbalanced reaction moments in frames on opposite

sides of the junction.

Incident torsional motion in frame 1 couples directly into torsion

of frame 3 and bending of frames 2 and 4. Junction asymmetries

com,_lete the coupling of the incident torsional motion into all

the possible transmitted motions, as is generally the case.

In-plane bending about the Y axis couples only into in-plane

bending of the attached frames.

Transmission coefficient description of junction dynamics. - The

SEA model quantifies the coupling considerations described above
in terms of a set of coupling loss factors. A convenient way of

analytically modeling the coupling loss factors is in terms of

energy transmission coefficients between the incident and trans-
mitted motions. The transmission coefficient is defined as the

ratio of transmitted to incident powers for the types of motion

under consideration.

The transmission coefficient is analytically evaluated for the

case where the attached frames are infinitely extended in length.

The dynamic behavior at the junction is the same, but this simple
formalism removes the need to consider reflected energy from other

junctions in the attached frames. Multiply reflected energy
leads to the build up of a reverberant vibrational energy field

which is accounted for in the SEA model in the difference between

the coupling loss factor and transmission coefficient.

As shown in Figure 41, incident bending or torsional energy propa-

gates towards the junction where it is either transmitted or
reflected. The solutions for the transmitted and reflected

energies are obtained by considering the superposition of blocked
and radiated cases as shown in Table 5. In the blocked case the

junction is prohibited from undergoing both rotational and trans-
lational motions. The blocked forces and moments, which would be

required to balance the effects of the incident wave and @rohibit

any motion at the junction, are given in Table 6 for both bending
and torsional wave incidence. By definition in the blocked case,

no vibration is transmitted to the other frames.
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In the radiated case, the incident motion is removed and the
junction motions equal those for the full problem. The non-zero

junction motions result in bending and torsional waves in the

attached frames. Fer bending two types of wave motion occur: one

is localized to the region near the junction and decays exponen-
tially while the other propagates unattenuated, in the absence of

damping, away from the junction. The latter determines the powerwhich is transmitted into the frame.

Junction impedance matrix. - Input impedances for each frame and

type of motion relate tee junction motions to forces and moments

at the junction. For bending motion the impedances relate shear

forces and moments to transverse motions and angular rotations.

For torsional motions the relationship involves only moments and

angulaz rotations. Analytic expressions for the impedances aregiven in Table 7.

An overall junction impedance matrix is formed by appropriately
summing the moments and forces defined by the impedance matricesfor each attached frame:

_z

nx : [z j ]

Fy

My

where [Z j] is the junction impedance matrix:

[Z j ] =

_Z j
Ill

Z

0

z j
m r]yZ_

0

0

z j
m

• IK

Z3

m ny
0

i Z

IX

Y

z j

mz, qy
zj

mx, qy
z]

f
Y

0

0

0

0

zj
m

Y

(]73)

(]74)

p_
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where

ZJ = Z (I) + Z(3) + (2) + Z_4)m m m Zt
z z Z

zJ _(I) + z_3) + z(2) + z(4)m = _t
x m m

x x

Zj = Z (I) + Z (2) + Z (3) + Z (4)
m m m m m
Y y y y y

: + + +
fy y Y Y Y

(175)

(176)

(177)

(178)

zj : z(l_ z(3_
m 6y m,q - m,q (179)Z_

ZJ . = Z(2_ _ Z(4_
m m,q m,q (180)x,qy

where the superscript denotes the frame number.

The matrix is symmetric where the main diagonal is the sum of

terms from each frame that directly contribute to the particular

force/moment. The off diagonal terms describe the cross coupling

due to asymmetries in the junction. If opposing frames are

identical, the cross coupling terms in the impedance matrix are
zero.

Total moments and forces at the junction are determined by summing
those due to the junction motions from the radiated case which

involve the above junction impedances, with the moments/forces

from the blocked case due to the incident motion. The total

moment and force are equal to zero in the case with no lumped
blocking masses or isolating compliances at the junction. This

results in a solution for the junction motions in terms of the
incident motion.

Incident and transmitted power. - The remaining step in evaluating

the transmission coefficient is to relate the junction motions to

the power which is radiated into the attached frames. The power

radiated into a structure is given in terms of the forces/moments

and transverse and angular velocities at the junction by the
following:
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Bending motion

Power associated with shear forces/transverse velocity

1 .*
Pf = _ Re (F q ) (181)

Power associated with moment/angular velocity

1 .*
= - Re (M e )Pm 2 (182)

where * denotes the complex conjugate and Re refers to the
real part.

The forces/moments are related to the velocities by the impedance
expression for the individual frames as given in Table 6. The
total power is the sum of terms due to forces and moments:

pbend 1 62 1 2 1 , ..,
total = _ Re (Zf) I I + _ Re(Zm) lel + _ Re (Zm,6)(_ 6 + q8 )

(183)

For torsional motion the expression involves only the moment term

where the torsional impedance relating the junction moment and
angular velocity is given in Table 6.

ptOrs i
total = 2 Re (Zt) lel 2 (184)

The incident power can be evaluated from the above expressions.

For an incident bending wave with transverse velocity amplitude
_c the rotational angular velocity at the same cross section on
t_ frame is given by

8 = ik
inc inc (185)

This relationship between the angular and transverse velocity
amplitudes yields the following expression for the power incident
on the junction:
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Pinc = 2 {Re(Zf) + k2Re (Zm) } l_inc 12 (186)

Sample evaluation of transmission coefficient. - To illustrate the

process of evaluating the transmission coefficient consider the

case of an incident bending wave in frame i. The bending involves

rotations about the Z axis and transverse motions out of the plane

of the frames. To simplify the algebra opposing frames (1,3) and

(2,4) are identical so that off diagonal terms in the junction
impedance matrix are zero.

Summing the moments/forces due to the junction motions with the

blocked forces/momeDts and setting the sums equal to zero yields
the following:

Cbl

Mz : 6z :- (187)
m

z

bl
Cf

F : qy = - q _inc (188)
Y

Y

M : 0 = 0
x x (189)

M : 0 = 0
y y (190)

The incident power is given by:

p. : 1 _1)) k2Re(Zm(1)lnc 2 {Re(Z + )] I_inc Iz (191)

The power transmitted to frame 2 is obtained from the following
equations for bending and torsional metion, 7espectively:

bl 2
p(2) 1 _2) 6yl2 ½Re(Z 2))ICf Ibend = _ Re(Z ) I =

IZ_ I 2 I_inc 12

Y

(192)
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p(2) IRe (Z_2)) ICbl 12= m .2
tors [Z j [2 [_inc I (193)

m
z

The transmission coefficients between bending in frame 1 and
bending and torsion in frame 2 are determined from the ratios of
transmitted to incident powers:

b] 2
Re(Z_2))[Cf I

T(1,2)

bend,bend = {Re(z_l)) + k2Re(z_l))} IZ j 12 (194)
m

z

and

Re(Z_l))lcbll2 m
_(1,2) =

bend,tors {Re(Z_I) ) + k2Re(Z(1)_ } IZj 12 (195)m " m
z

With the frame impedance expressions from Table 7 and the blocked
force/moment expressions from Table 6, these become:

i(1,2) 4 Re(Z_ 2)) Re(Z_ I))

bend,bend = ]Zj ]2 (196)

Y

and

T(1,2) = 4 Re(Z_ 2)) Re(Z (1))m

bend,tors ]Zj [2 (197)
z

These expressions have a relatively simple form in terms of
impedances for the individual frames. It should be noted that the

expressions invo]v_ only moment nr fnrr_ _mn_n_ _n_ _ _m_

binations of both.

The final step involves evaluating the coupling loss factor in

terms of the transmission coefficient. "The coupling loss factor
is
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Re(Z_ 2)) Re(Z_ 1))q(1,2) 2
bend, bead =

rt to n 1 IZ_ 12 (198)
Y

N(1,2) _ 2 Re(Z_ 2)) Re(Z_ 1))
bend,tors -

n to n 1 [Z_ 12 (199)

where n I = mode density of frame 1 in bending.

These expressions illustrate the use of the generalized coupling
loss factor equation. Identical expressions are obtained for the

coupling loss factors between frames 1 and 4 because the junction
is symmetric and the frames identical.

The result for the coupling into frame 3, which is in line with

frame I, is more complicated. The transmitted power includes only
bending motion for the symmetric junction case. Both non-zero

junction motions, q. and 8 contribute to the bending energy which

propagates away from the _unction into frame 3. The transmitted

power now includes terms due to both Ny and 8z.

The expression for the transmission coefficient will contain both

moment and focce impedances. The non-zero correlation between _.
and 8 results in a power contribution associated with the cros_
term. z The expressions provided still allow for a determination of

the transmission coefficient, but the final result is not as
simply presented in terms of frame impedances.

Allowing for junction asymmetries in the form of non-identical
frames also results in more complicated expressions for the

transmission coefficients. In addition, the incident motion now

couples into motions that it did not couple into for the symmetric

case. These effects are fully described by the expressions given,
though the algebra is more involved.
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Table 6. Blocked Force/Moment Expressions

Incident Bending Wave:
' kx + wt)

_inc e i(

/
_i bl

!. F
zy y

_inc

0bl bl
z =gy =0

bl
M
zy

= 2 Bk2 (i - I) _ = Cbl
tv inc m inc

bl= 2 Sk___!(i - _) _ = cbl
y w inc m inc

Incident Torsional Wave: i(kx + wt)
8x,ince

Mbl
x

O. hl
znc 0 --= 0

x

Mbl =-2 Z t 0 bl× x,inc = Ct x,inc

See Tables 7 and 8 for definition of parameters.

p.P"
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Table 7.

ORIGINAL ....... "

OF POOR QUALrtY

Impedance Expressions for Torsional and Bending Motions

Bending Motion

I'

/j-_. ( ....
z M F

z y

e
x qy

M z, e z - moment, angular

rotation about Z
axis

Fy, qy - shear force,
traverse

displacement

F
y Zf Z

m,q

N
Z _m, q Z m

Zf = Bk--_w (I - i)

qy

z

dot above symbol _enotes
time derivative

z = Bk (] + i)
m w

Torsional Motion

z

= Zt(_Mx x

M
x

0
x

moment about axis

angular rotation about axis

Z t = p lpC t

See Table 8 for definition of parameters.

See Reference [21} for descriptions of general procedures
evaluating impedances of mechanical systems.
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Table 8. Dynamics Parameters for Torsion and Bending of Frame

Bending Wave Motion

%
Cb = (_AI )

k = w/C b

B = EI

Cb - bending wave speed

B - bending rigidity
k - bending wave number

w - radian frequency

E - Young's modulus

O - density

A - cross-sectional area
I - moment of inertia of

cross-section about

bending axis

Torsional Wave Motion

GJ

ct - (-i-)
P

Ct - torsional wave speed

G - shear modulus

J - torsional stiffness of

cross-section

I - polar moment of inertia
P of cross-section

P - density
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S-76 frame junction vibration transmission characteristics

Transmission characteristics were computed for a right angle frame

functlon representative of the overhead framing on the Sikorsky
S-76. The framing is a riveted construction with upper and lower

T section flanges connected by web plating. The overall height is

approximately .2 m, and the width of the flanges is approximately

.05 m. Plate thicknesses vary from approximately .8 to 1.5 mm.

The calculated frame inertias, torsional stiffness, etc., are

given in Table 9. For simplicity all four frames at the junction

were taken to be identical. The resulting symmetry at the junc-

tion reduces the number of non-zero transmission coefficients and
coupling loss factors.

Transmission coefficient values are shown in Figure 42 for the

coupling between incident out-of-plane bending motion in the

source frame and bending and torsional motions in the receiving

frames. Bending motion for the symmetric junction couples only
into bending motion of the in-line frame on the other side of the

junction and both bending and torsional motions in the right angleframes.

The coupling into bending motion of the in-line frame is signi-
ficantly greater than the coupling into either bending or tor-

sioz,al motions of the right angle frames. This result is related

to the large bending rigidity of the frames. The bending rigidity

of the overhead framing is of considerable structural importance

in supporting the gearbox and cabin. The frames are quite stiff

for out-of-plane bending motion in comparison with torsional

motion. The coupling across a right angle junction is large

because the cross frame impedance in torsion does not constitute a

significant impedance discontinuity for the incident bendingmotion.

For frame sections the coupling loss factor is related to the

transmission coefficient according to the following:

C

ql,2 = -_K_
2wL T] ,2 (200)

o •
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Cg = group velocity for incidental motion

= 2 cb for bending (Cb-bending wavespeed)

= c t for torsion

L = length of source frame

w = frequency (rad/sec)

Co'tpling loss factors corresponding to the transmission coeffi-

cient values in Figure 42 are shown in Figure 43. The different

frequency dependencies in Figure 43 are the result of the factor,

_, and the frequency dependence of Cg in Equation (200).

The coupling loss factor is important in quantifying tl.e poser

flow out of the source frame algebraically in the same way as uhe

damping loss factor. The significance of the coupling loss factor

values can be understood in comparison with typical damping loss

factors. For riveted structures damping loss factor values near

.01 are common. On a dB basis this value is -20 dB, which is

small in comparison with the coupling loss factor for bending
motion into the in-line frame. The comparison is not exact

because the energy which transmits back into the source frame due

_o reflection and reverberation in the receiving frame is not

accounted for in this calculation. That energy is accounted for

in solving the SEA matrix equations for the subsystem energies.

Other coupling loss factors involving incident in-plane bending
and torsional motions are shown in Figures 44 and 45. Torsional

motion is only weakly coupled through the junction. In-plane

bending motion is equally coupled into the right angle and in-line

receiving frames though less strongly than for out-of-planebending motion.

w_
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Table 9 Representative S-76 Frame Parameter Values

Material - Aluminum

E = 7.2 x i0 *° n/m 2

G = 2.7 x i0 *° n/m _

P = 2700 kg/m 2

Frame Geometry

I Upper T Flange

.2m w

_.O.m _ Lower T Flange '

Parameter Values

Moments of Inertia of the cross-section

= 3 2 x 10-6m 4Ix

= 4 29 x 10-Sm 4Iy

Torsional stiffness of the cross-section

J = 1.69 x 10-Tm 4

Cross-Sectional Area

= 4 43 x 10-4m 2A c

Length of source frame between cross frame locations 2 and 3

L = .84m
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Figure
43. S-76 Frame Junction: Coupling Loss FactorsDending. for Out-o f-Plane
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APPENDIX C

Acoustic Intensity Method

The acoustic intensity method involves scanning over a vibrating

and radiating surface with a transducer which generates outputs

that can be processed to give the acoustic intensity or power.

The net acoustic power from the surface is obtained from an

average of the intensity evaluated at close distances to the

surface and at a sufficient number of locations over the radiating

area. This method does not generate information characterizing

the directivity of the acoustic power.

It is important to distinguish between the intensity and pressure

or velocity variables which are used as inputs and outputs. The

intensity is a flow variable describing a net flow of energy

through a surface in space. It is obtained as a time average of

the product of in-phase components of pressure and velocity on the

surface. For different surfaces which have coherent components of

velocity an additional factor is involved in assessing the in-

fluence of that coherence on the radiated intensity. This factor

is that there is a mutual coupling between the radiation imped-

ances of the two surfaces. That is, the pressure at surface one

is influenced by the motion of surface one, but it is also in-

fluenced by the motion of surface two as well as any other vibrat-

ing surfaces.

The definition of acoustic intensity in terms of acoustic pressure

and flow is now introduced. The acoustic pressure p and particle

velocit}" u r in the r direction are related by

u = - (l/p) fdt ap/ar (201)
L

where the equilibrium density of air is 0 and the integration is

over time. Thus measurement of the pressure gradient %p/_r in the

r direction enables a computation of the flow in that direction.

The acoustic intensity I in the r direction is defined to be the

time-average of the product of pressure and flow as follows:

Ir = <PUr> (202)

where the brackets '<...>' denote a time average.

Aco_,stic intensity is measured using two pressure-sensing micro-

phones spaced a distance ar apart as illustrated in Figure 46.

The component of the acoustic intensity parallel to the line

joining the microphones is measured. Let the pressure time
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history from the microphone closest to the source be p](t) and

that from the microphone farthest from the source be P2(t). The

pressure p and pressure gradient ap/Sr at the midpoint between the

microphones may be estimated using the finite difference approximation by,

P = (Pl + P2)/2

ap/ar = (p2 - Pl)/Ar = Ap/Ar

(203)

(204)

so that Equation (201) for u becomes
r

u = -(1/(pAr)) f (P2 - Pl) dt
r (205)

The acoustic intensity may be written in terms of the two micro-
phone pressures by,

I = <(-I/(2pAr)) (p1+p2) fdt (P2-Pl)>
r (206)

The time domain approach using analog methods is to construct the

sum and difference of the pressure signals histories, integrate

the pressure difference and carry out the necessary multiplication
of the signals. Time-averaging of the resultant product leads to
the acoustic intensity.

With the widespread acceptance of digital signal processing
techniques, it is more convenient to estimate the acoustic inten-

sity using a frequency domain approach constructed using the

sampled time series of the two pressure signals. Fahy [33] shows

that the acoustic intensity spectrum I (f) may be expressed in

terms of the imaginary part of cross-_pectral density function
G_2(f) by,

I (f) = - Im(G,2(f))/(2_fpAr )
r (207)

Ensemble averaging is used in conjunction with Equation (207) to

estimate the cross-spectral density. Ensemble averaging is
equivalent to time averaging in most practical applications. The

total acoustic intensity over all frequencies is obtained by
integrating Equation (206) over all frequencies in the measurementbandwidth.

The main potential obstacle in applying Equation (207) to acoustic
intensity measurements is to ensure that the phases of the instru-

mentation are matched between the two channels. Chung [34] has
developed a technique which bypasses the need for phase calibra-

tion between the channels. Figure 47 shows the relevant instru-
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mentation needed for a measurement The "- .
signal p (i=1 2_ _ ........ - " I th channel pressur_

_ • _ Y icrophone with a microphone
sen_L1vi_y transfer function H_., and this s'
_n ampllfler wlth a transf r _+_ .... _gnal is ampllfied by

zer zunctlon Hi(f) assoclated wi+_ _-_kn_ Tnu _ the total trans-

Hi(f) = IH.(f)l eJ#i(f)
I = HA_(f) HTi(f) (208)

It follows that the cross-spectral density Gplp2(f) between the

actual pressure signals is related to the measured Gz2(f ) by

G (f) : (f)/[H2(f) H1 (f) ]PzP2 G12 (209)

Suppose now that the channels are (%_itched and the measured

cross-spectral density is denoted G12 (f). The cross-spectral

density function G (f) is given under these new test conditionsby P zP2

G (f) (s) H2-::(f)]PIP2 = G12 (f)/[HI (f) (210)

Multiplying the above two equations and taking the square root of
the resulting expression leads to

G (f) = [ (f) G12(s)
PiP2 G12 (f)]_/ {[Hl(f)[ [H2(f)[} (211)

so that the acoustic intensity may be estimated by

It(f) = Im{[G12(f) Gi2(s)(f)]½J/[2_foAr[H] (f)[ [Hi(f)[] (212)

Thus the microphone switching technique requires two ensemble

averages of a cross-spectral density function, that the sound

field remain stationary over both measurements, and it requires

taking the square root of a complex quantity -. namely, the

product of the cross-spectral densities in Equation (212). In

addition, the magnitude of the instrumentation transfer function
must be measured for each channel.

The switching technique requires interchanging all of the instru-

mentation associated with each channel, the microphone, pre-

amplifier, and amplifier, in addition to any other possible

filters and recording devices. If one uses a pair of microphones

and pre-amplifiers which are phase-matched, then it is only
necessary to switch the remaining instrumentation.
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This instrument switching technique has the advantage of eliminat-

ing errors due to phase calibration uncertainties. Other sources

of error remain including random and bias errors in the estimation

of the cross-spectral density functions and those due to limita-

tions in the finite difference approximation and microphone
interaction effects.
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